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Abstract

According to WHO (World Health Organization) reports [2], among all animals,
mosquitoes are responsible for the most deaths worldwide. Mosquito borne diseases continue to pose grave dangers to global health. In 2015 alone, 214 million cases of malaria
were registered worldwide. According to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
report [3] published in 2016, 62, 500 suspected case of Zika were reported to the Puerto Rico
Department of Health (PRDH) out of which 29, 345 cases were found positive. The year 2019
was recorded as the worst for dengue in South East Asia. There are close to 4, 500 species of
mosquitoes (spread across 34 or so genera) [4], but only a select few are competent vectors.
These vectors primarily belong to three genera - Aedes (Ae.), Anopheles (An.) and Culex
(Cu.). Within these genera, there are multiple species responsible for transmitting particular diseases. Malaria is spread primarily by An. gambiae in Africa and by An. stephensi
in India. Dengue, yellow fever, chikungunya, and the Zika fever are spread primarily by the
species Ae. aegypti. Cu. nigripalpus is a vector for West Nile and other encephalitis viruses.
Since, not all types of mosquitoes spread diseases, in the case of any disease outbreak,
an important first step is surveillance of vectors (i.e., those mosquitoes capable of spreading
diseases). To do this today, public health workers lay several mosquito traps in the area
of interest. Hundreds of mosquitoes will get trapped. Naturally, among these hundreds,
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taxonomists have to identify only the vectors to gauge their density. Unfortunately, species
identification is still visual today, and is a laborious and very cognitively stressful process
with trained personnel spending significant hours each day looking at each specimen with a
microscope for accurate identification and recording.
In this dissertation, we first started by exploring the feasibility of developing an
AI-enabled smart-phone based system to identify mosquito species using image based classification algorithm. We trained our algorithm on 303 images spread across 9 mosquito species
that served more as a proof of concept to show that it is entirely feasible that common citizens also use our technique to identify species in their homes that can provide significant
benefits to both residents and mosquito control programs in general. Our system integrates
image processing, feature selection, unsupervised clustering, and an Support vector machine
based machine learning algorithm for the species classification. The overall accuracy of our
system for all 9 species is 77.5%.
After achieving encouraging results from our preliminary work, we collected more
diverse mosquito images, which contains images taken with diverse array of smartphones,
and in multiple backgrounds and orientations. With this larger scale dataset, we designed
a deep learning architectures for three classes of problems a) to identify genus alone; b) to
identify species based on knowledge of genus type; and finally c) to directly identify the
species type. We also contrast the performance of each architecture and provide contextual
relevance to ensuing results. Our CNN model based on Inception-ResNet V2 and Transfer
Learning yielded an overall accuracy of 80% in classifying mosquitoes when trained on 25, 867
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images of 250 trapped mosquito vector specimens captured via many smart-phone cameras.
In particular, the accuracy of our model in classifying Aedes aegypti and Anopheles stephensi
mosquitoes (both of which are deadly vectors) are amongst the highest.
Next, to remove the effect of background noise as well as to concentrate the focus
entirely on mosquito anatomy, we designed a framework based on state-of-the-art Mask
Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks (Mask R-CNN) to automatically detect and
separately extract anatomies of mosquitoes - thorax, wings, abdomen and legs from mosquito
images. For this framework, we prepared a training dataset consists of 1500 smartphone
images annotated with their mask anatomies across nine mosquito specimens trapped in
Florida. In this framework, first, we classify objects of interest (foreground) from the background within the image. Then, we segment pixels containing anatomical components in the
foreground by adding a branch to mask (i.e., extract pixels of) that component in the image,
and in parallel we add two more branches to localize and classify the extracted anatomical
components. The mAP for mask with 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 IoUs are 0.625, 0.6, and 0.51 for
validation dataset. The testing dataset mAP for mask with 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 IoUs are 0.535,
0.524, and 0.412.
Further, we have done feasibility study of anatomy (thorax, wing, abdomen and leg)
based classification for genus identification to improve the prediction accuracy for 3 genus
category - Aedes, Anopheles and Culex. In this work, we conducted a feasibility study to
identify these 3 mosquito genus from their smartphone images and anatomy-based deep
neural network classification model. Very low intraclass variance among these mosquitoes
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genus and low quality images make this problem more challenging. To overcome this, we
employed bilinear CNN architecture for our neural network model that works best in this
scenario. we extracted four anatomies (thorax, abdomen, wings and legs) from each mosquito
image and trained an independent model for each anatomy for genus classification. We also
ensemble these models to compute the aggregated results. Our ensemble and 4 independent
anatomy (thorax, abdomen, wing and leg) based model achieved 91%, 87.33%, 81%, 75.80%
and 68.02% accuracies respectively on test data.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1

Motivation
Mosquito-borne diseases like malaria, dengue, West Nile virus and Zika are significant

public health concerns, with major human and economic cost. For instance, malaria alone
is responsible for more than 1 million deaths per year worldwide, with most of them being
children. The year 2019 was recorded as the worst for dengue in South East Asian countries (Bangladesh, Malaysia, Philippines, and Vietnam). There are generally no vaccines or
cures available for these diseases, and thus prevention relies upon mosquito surveillance and
control. This in-turn requires accurate and real-time knowledge on the geographic presence
and abundance of the relevant mosquitoes. This is because, while there are close to 4500
species of mosquitoes (spread across 34 genera) [4] only a select few are competent vectors
to spread diseases. These mosquito vectors primarily belong to three genera - Aedes (Ae.),
Anopheles (An.) and Culex (Cu.). Within these genera, there are multiple species responsible for transmitting particular pathogens. Malaria is spread primarily by An. gambiae in
Africa and by An. stephensi in India. Dengue, yellow fever, chikungunya, and Zika viruses
are spread primarily by the species Ae. aegypti. Cu. nigripalpus is a vector for West Nile and
other encephalitis viruses. Certain species within all these three genera can also transmit
parasitic worms that cause elephantiasis.
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1.2

Current Trends in Species Identification
As of today, to derive populations of mosquitoes in any area, trained professionals

lay traps, and pick them soon after to sort trapped specimens. Sometimes, hundreds of
mosquitoes can be trapped in a single day. Then, to identify each specimen trapped, it
is placed under a microscope, and visually identified, which takes hours each day for all
specimens. Depending on location and time of year, this process can repeat multiple times
in a single week, and is cognitively demanding. We also point out that such kinds of mosquito
control facilities are expensive to manage, and they are very few even in advanced countries.
In low economy countries, where mosquitoes pose a greater danger, such facilities are even
more scarce. With rising temperatures and population migrations, mosquitoes are believed
to be invading newer areas across the world, and detecting them early is a huge challenge
today. Classifying mosquitoes in nature is a problem of global interest, and requires trained
expertise that takes years to develop. Current training methods require learning a) via
reading manuals; and b) via visually inspecting frozen specimens in a lab. Our consultations
with several taxonomists across continents revealed that tech advances that can help develop
expertise is not yet there.

1.3

The Lack of a Citizen-Science Approach
Experts at mosquito control facilities acknowledge that, depending on location and

time of the year, they can receive hundreds of calls each day from concerned citizens about
mosquitoes in their neighborhoods. Due to limited resources, knowledge of mosquito species
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types can play a vital role in prioritizing schedules for trap placement and spraying repellents
during peak times, since different mosquito species are vectors for different diseases. Sadly,
despite citizens willing to assist in this process, there is no way to enable that now. One
practice recommended by experts is to ask citizens to collect a few mosquitoes (after spraying
on them), and store them in a transparent bag for the experts to identify them later. But
this process is cumbersome, and the need for technology based solutions to empower citizens
in this effort became clear. Furthermore, the automation need not be for citizens alone, but
also can be integrated into Public health facilities where mosquitoes need to be identified.
Any automation to lower the cognitive burden of classification was seen as welcome by public
health experts we engaged with.

1.4

Problem Statement
In this dissertation, we want to design, develop, evaluate and deploy an AI (artificial

intelligence) enabled computer vision system that identifies the mosquito species and genus
from smartphones images by common citizen. The main challenges in this work are following.
First, images from a diverse array of smartphones make the imagery dataset very noisy in
terms of large variance in image quality, resolution, background, light condition, orientation
and more. Second, a very low intraclass variance among mosquito species and genus. Even
experts at mosquito control board distinguish by placing them under microscope. Third,
preparing a mosquito image dataset is a very time consuming process and requires human
intervention which includes labour cost, and also imposes severe cognitive burden.

3

1.5

Our Overarching Goals
Our first overarching goal in this dissertation is to automate the process of identify-

ing mosquito vectors with minimal manual/ expert intervention. In the simplest case, we
envisage a flat surface over which there is a movable camera. As mosquitoes are spread
on the flat surface, the camera moves/ tilts and takes multiple pictures of each mosquito
specimen (under normal light conditions). Subsequently, the images will be exported to the
cloud where we have build deep learning model to identify the genus and species type of
each trapped mosquito. This information is fed back instantly to public health facilities and
other agencies (e.g., the CDC in USA during outbreaks) with appropriate alerts if the ones
identified are vectors of interest. We are very confident that a technique like ours can bring
in significant benefits in terms of speed, accuracy and cost-savings for vector surveillance
across the globe and particularly in low-income countries where taxonomists are increasingly
hard to find, but wherein surveillance of vectors is a critical component to combat disease
spread.
Second goal is to automatically detect and then extract anatomies of mosquitoes thorax, wing, abdomen and leg from the mosquito image. For this, we have designed a
framework based on the idea of Mask R-CNNs to detect the anatomical components within
a mosquito image. Then, we localize and classify the extracted anatomical components,
while simultaneously adding a branch in the neural network architecture to segment pixels
containing only the anatomical components. Our techniques can enhance efficiency and scale
of training programs across the globe. With massive scale data sharing, experts can now
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quickly learn to identify even non-native mosquitoes (a challenge and need today). Motivated
by outcomes, we also investigated how our framework trained for mosquitoes works for bees
(pollinators).
Third, we have done feasibility study of anatomy (thorax, wing, abdomen and leg)
based classification for genus identification. In this study, instead of using a full-body
mosquito image for genus classification, we have employed anatomy-based classifiers to improve the accuracy. For this, we have trained four different deep neural network models (one
for each anatomy to classify genus) inspired from bilinear CNN architecture. Finally, we
ensembled the outputs from all the 4 models to predict the final class of genus.

5

Chapter 2: Related Work

In the context of combating mosquito-borne diseases, corporations like Microsoft, and
agencies like NASA, Global Mosquito Alert Consortium and the U.S. military are investing
in drone and satellite based technologies to identify mosquito habitats. Organizations like
iNaturalist are also encouraging citizens across the world to generate and upload images
of animals and insects such as mosquitoes they encounter in nature for large scale data
collection. Nevertheless, of interest to this dissertation is related work on AI technologies
for identification of trapped mosquitoes, which we present below.
In [5], a solution is proposed to detect Aedes aegypti species using images taken from
a 500x optical zoom camera, and a support vector machine classification algorithm. Using
a sample of 40 images, seven textural features, and a support vector machine classification
algorithm, an accuracy of 92.5% was demonstrated in classifying Aedes aegypti species from
others. This solution though is expensive, and addresses a binary classification problem only.
In other related work [6] and [7], learning algorithms were designed to detect mosquitoes from
other insects like bees and flies, where the images are captured once again using sophisticated
digital cameras. In an another paper [8], the authors address a problem similar to ours,
but sufficiently different. Specifically, 12 adult mosquito specimens from 3 genera (Aedes,
Anopheles and Culex) were collected, and the right wing of each specimen was photographed
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using a sophisticated digital camera coupled with a microscope. Then, using coordinates at
intersections of wing veins as a feature, followed by a Neighbor Joining Tree classification
method, the accuracy in genus identification (among three) was 90%. This technique again
is expensive and requires expertise.
In parallel, researchers are also looking at acoustic markers to classify mosquitoes. In
[9], the authors attempt to use optical (rather than acoustic) sensors to record the “sound"
of insect flight from a small distance, and then design a Bayesian classifier to identify four
species of mosquitoes (Aedes aegypti, Culex quinquef asciatus, Culex stigmatosoma, and
Culex tarsalis), and achieve an accuracy of 96%. Similarly, the work in [10] also leverages
smart-phone microphones to capture and process acoustics of mosquito flight, along with
location and time of observation. The claim is that these features are unique to classify
mosquito species. More innovative techniques like hydrogel-based low-cost microfluidic chips,
baited with odorants to capture saliva droplets of mosquitoes are being designed by Dr. Manu
Prakash at Stanford University in order to serve as a test for vector species and pathogens.
All of these techniques require “live” and “mobile" mosquitoes, with sensing devices placed
close to them. They are not suited for ubiquitous and in-home use by common citizens.
We do acknowledge that these techniques are certainly innovative and may find acceptance
in the future. But every public health expert we spoke to, were a little skeptical with
these acoustic techniques, since wing beat frequencies may change with size of the wing
as the mosquito ages (but morphology stays very consistent). Furthermore if experts want
to manually verify a classification made by an AI algorithm (for example, in the case of a
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specific vector), they were very unsure about listening to the wing beat frequency manually
to confirm assessment. They indicated very clearly that they always prefer one more images
for any verification compared to audio files containing wing beats. As such, these orthogonal
techniques may not be practical as of today, unlike image based classification approaches for
mosquito surveillance.
Recently, researchers are also exploring ways to identify larvae of mosquitoes from
citizen generated imagery [11]. Using a dataset of 550 images generated by citizens, an AI
framework is designed in [11] to identify only images of mosquito larvae. However, beyond
this, there is no method we are aware of that can identify larvae of vectors from larvae of
non-vectors, towards smarter surveillance like we attempt in this dissertation.
A survey on imaging techniques to classify insects is presented in [12]. However,
mosquitoes are not classified there. In [13], the authors ask citizens to use smart-phones for
imaging and reporting about mosquitoes they encounter, but species classification is not discussed. In [14], intensity of red blood cells computed from thin blood smear images were used
to identify the presence of malarial (plasmodium) parasites in blood samples. Microsoft’s
“Project Premonition" is an ambitious effort to use drones and DNA sequencing techniques to
identify mosquito species in hot-spots [15]. As such, these orthogonal techniques may not be
practical as of today, unlike image based classification approaches for mosquito surveillance.
There are more recent works like the one in [16], that designs deep convolutional
neural network based algorithms capable of automatically detecting mosquitoes from images
(nine different species) captured in various locations in South Korea.
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As such, we believe that the work in this dissertation is significantly advanced, and
enables more practical automation for surveillance of vector mosquitoes in nature using image
data, compared to existing works in this space.
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Chapter 3: Preliminary Work on Mosquito Classification Using Handcrafted
Features1

In this chapter, we designed an AI-enabled smart-phone based system that allows
common citizens to take images of a still mosquito that is either alive or dead (but still
retaining its physical form) and automatically classifies the species type. The underlying
AI algorithm is trained on the relevant handcrafted features extracted from the mosquito
images to do the classification. Mosquitoes exhibit very high similarity in their shape, size
and color within the species but they have distinct textural patterns. To capture these
patterns, we have extracted 39 features based on Local Binary Patterns [17], and Haralick
Texture Features [18] for each image. Our specific contributions are listed in the below
sections.

3.1

Data Collection
In the Hillsborough County where we collected our specimens from, there is a ded-

icated mosquito control board for trapping, collecting, and manually identifying mosquito
species. In this county alone, up to 40 species of mosquitoes are prevalent, not all of them at
1

Minakshi, Mona, Pratool Bharti, and Sriram Chellappan. "Leveraging smart-phone cameras and image
processing techniques to classify mosquito species." In Proceedings of the 15th EAI International Conference
on Mobile and Ubiquitous Systems: Computing, Networking and Services, pp. 77-86. 2018. Permission is
included in Appendix A.
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Table 3.1: Relevant Details on Our Dataset of Mosquito Species
Species

No. of
Specimens

Aedes aegypti

11

No. of
Image
Samples
(3 per
Specimen)
33

Aedes inf irmatus

10

30

Aedes taeniorhynchus

8

24

Anopheles crucians

15

45

Coquillettidia perturbans

14

42

Culex nigripalpus

10

30

M ansonia titillans

11

33

P sorophora columbiae

11

33

P sorophora f erox

11

33

Disease
Spread

Geographical
Location

Zika fever,
Dengue,
Chikungunya

South
America,
North
America, Asia
and Africa
South America
and North
America

Eastern
equine encephalitis
(EEE)
West Nile
Virus

South America
and North
America
Malaria
South
America,
North America
and Africa
West Nile South America
Virus
and North
America
West Nile
South
virus
America,
North America
and Africa
Venezuelan South America
equine en, North
cephalitis
America and
(VEE)
Africa
Venezuelan South America
equine en, North
cephalitis
America and
(VEE)
Africa
West Nile South America
Virus
, North
America and
Africa
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a). Aedes aegypti

b). Aedes inf irmatus

c). Aedes taeniorhynchus

d). Anopheles crucians

e). Cq. perturbans

f). Culex nigripalpus

g). M ansonia titillans

h). P s. columbiae

i). P sorophora f erox

Figure 3.1: One Representative Sample in Our Dataset for Each Species Classified. This
Figure Is Best Viewed in Color.

the same time though. Every week, personnel lay traps for mosquitoes in selected areas, and
dead specimens are collected the next day, brought to the lab, and each specimen is visually
identified using a microscope, and population results are logged.
The early collection of specimens is important because, once dead, they decay fast,
making visual identification harder if delayed. During a couple of months between Fall 2016
and Spring 2017, we participated in multiple such efforts and were given a total of 101 female
mosquito specimens from a total of nine different mosquito species, which were the ones most
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prevalent that time of the year in that county. Each specimen was carefully identified and
labeled by experts in the board for us to get the ground truth data. Table 3.1 presents
details on our data set. A Samsung Galaxy S5 phone was then used to capture an image
of each specimen under the same indoor light conditions, with the camera located one feet
above each specimen without flash.
Three images of each specimen were captured in a different phone orientation, on top
of one of three backgrounds: a relatively white, a yellow and a pink background. In total, 303
images were captured. Figures 3.1 (a) to (i) present one representative smart-phone image
of each of the nine species which we attempt to classify in this chapter, when captured in
a relatively white background. Features of the smart-phone camera used, are presented in
Table 3.2.
a). Utility of Images Captured: Upon seeing the images generated, our colleagues at
the Mosquito Control Board indicated that they were sufficiently rich for a trained expert
to visually identify the species from the images. We were thus motivated to achieve the
same via learning techniques, that could be implemented on a smart-phone so that common
citizens can do the same.
b). A Note on Gender of Specimens in our Dataset: Note here that all the 101
mosquito specimens we collected were female. Among mosquitoes, only females engage in a
blood meal (to provide nutrients for egg production), while males only feed on plant nectar.
As such, only female species can carry disease vectors. In the traps that were laid for
our experiments, CO2 was used as a bait, which is typical. The presence of CO2 tricks a
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female mosquito into believing that there is a blood meal present, and hence gets trapped
[19]. Capturing male mosquitoes would have require separate traps with ‘nectar’ baits,
that was beyond our scope. Nevertheless, it is generally true that external morphological
characteristics of both males and females for any particular mosquito species are visually
similar (with males consistently having a feather like proboscis [20]), and hence we are
confident that our proposed techniques can be easily adapted to detect both species and
genders, and is part of our future efforts, with more experiments.
Table 3.2: Samsung Galaxy S5 Camera Features
Camera
Details
Sensor
Resolution
Aperture size
Focal length
Shooting Mode
Camera Light
Source
Background

3.2

Specification
16 MP
F2.2
31mm
High Dynamic
Range mode
Daylight
White, Yellow &
Pink

Our Technical Approach
In this section, we present our technical approach to classify mosquito species from

smart-phone images. There are a sequence of steps in our approach - image resizing, noise removal, background segmentation, feature extraction, dimensionality reduction, unsupervised
clustering and classification.
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a). Aedes
aegypti

b). Aedes
taeniorhynchus

c). Coquillettidia
perturbans

d). P sorophora
columbiae

Figure 3.2: Edge Contrast in Legs of Different Species. This Figure Is Best Viewed in Color.

a). Aedes
aegypti

b). Aedes
taeniorhynchus

c). Coquillettidia
perturbans

d). P sorophora
columbiae

Figure 3.3: Color Contrast in Wings of Different Species. This Figure Is Best Viewed in
Color.

3.2.1 Image Resizing
In our case, a single smart-phone image contains 2988 × 5322 pixels. This is large,
and will computationally be prohibitive for the phone during image processing and features
extraction, and even more so when there are multiple images. For practicality, we resize
each image captured to a size of 256 × 256 pixels. This reduced the image size from around
3MB to 16KB, making processing much more practical and fast during model development
and also run-time execution, without compromising accuracy.

3.2.2 Noise Removal
In this chapter, we implemented a median filter[21] to reduce noise. It is a nonlinear
technique, where each pixel value in a window of size n × n pixels is replaced by the median
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of all pixel values in that window. In our case, we choose n = 3. In other filtering techniques
like mean filter, pixels are replaced by mean values in a window, and in some cases, the mean
value computed is not one that is actually there in the image, resulting in poorer retention of
image fidelity, which also compromises edge and color preservation. It avoids this problem,
since median values of pixels are computed and retained during noise removal.
For our problem, edge and color preservation are crucial since textural patterns of
a mosquito that make up the edges (e.g., legs and wings), and their colors, aid in classification.

For example, from Figure 3.2, we see that the legs of Aedes

aegypti and

P sorophora columbiae have a combination of black and white color patterns; and the
legs of Aedes taeniorhynchus and Coquillettidia perturbans have yellowish and black
patterns. But the white and black patches in the case of P sorophora

columbiae are

thinner than that of Aedes aegypti. Similarly from observation of Figure 3.3, we see
that the wings of Aedes aegypti are slightly whiter compared to others; the wings of
P sorophora columbiae are slightly blacker than others; and those of Aedes taeniorhynchus
and Coquillettidia perturbans are more brown 2 . There are distinct color/ textural patterns even in the scales and shapes of wings of various species, hence demonstrating the
importance of edge and color preservation, and the importance for median filters to remove
noise.
2

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 are best viewed in color.
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3.2.3 Background Segmentation
The next step is background segmentation. Since, we anticipate mosquito images to
be captured in a variety of backgrounds, compensating for differing backgrounds is vital. The
technical challenge here is automatically segmenting out all of the background information,
while retaining only the region of interest (i.e., the mosquito). In our technique, we employ
a 2-step process. The first step is to detect the edges of the mosquito in the image to find
contours, that actually encompass a significant part of the image [22]. Following which, we
identify portions within the image that need to be categorized as background by comparing
images before and after contour detection. To do so, we implemented Sobel edge detection
algorithm for our problem, where the algorithm takes the derivative of each pixel intensity
(retrieved after converting image to gray scale) with respect to its neighboring pixel [23].
The derivative of the image is discrete as it consists of a 2D array and we need to take it in
two directions: x-axis and y-axis. For example, the derivative of any arbitrary pixel in the
x-axis will be calculated by taking the difference of pixel intensities between its left and right
neighbor. The same applies to compute the derivative in y-axis. Whenever there is edge,
there is a prominent change in pixel intensity. This will cause significant change in derivative
value. This significant change denotes the presence of edge. In order to identify contours,
we need to know edge intensity and its direction. Direction of the edge, θ is calculated as
θ = tan−1

gx
,
gy

where gx and gy are the derivatives of each pixel intensity in x and y axis while

edge intensity is calculated as, Edge_Intensity =

p 2
gx + gy2 . After retrieving direction

and intensity, we get many contours enclosed within the edges. The significant contours
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Figure 3.4: Results of Background Segmentation. Original Image Taken in Pink Background,
Segmentation with Significant Contours, Segmentation with Integration of Significant Contours and Gaussian Mixture Model.

encompass the largest number of (x, y) coordinates. Then we compare the locations of each
pixel of the significant contours with the locations of pixels in the original image. The pixel
intensity at locations which are not in the significant contour are considered as background.
While this may look like it solves our problem, there is one issue. For those portions of the
background that are enclosed within identified edges (e.g., within mosquito legs), those are
not segmented out, and are considered a part of the mosquito still. Such problems don’t
exist in regular image processing applications like face detection.
However, correcting this issue is accomplished in our next step.Now that certain
portions of the background are extracted, the next step is to create a probabilistic model
which assumes that the background pixels are generated from a Gaussian mixture [24][25][26].
In this step, we create different Gaussian mixtures for known background pixels (RGB
color space background pixels retrieved from the first step). For accurately segmenting the
background from the mosquito image, we introduce a threshold called T . In our set-up, if
the probability that the intensity of any pixel belongs to the Gaussian mixture is higher than
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T , that pixel is considered as background and is segmented out. In case of images with many
background portions, only a few of them will be considered as background if T is set too
low, while if it is too high, then it will treat portions of the foreground image as background.
We initialize T with a random number between 0 to 1, and with repeated trial and error, we
identify that setting T = 0.65 gives us best results.
In our problem, we expect a relatively uniform background, since the smart-phone
needs to be close to the mosquito during imaging, and overall focus area is less. As such,
we believe these parameter settings are general across backgrounds. Note that, since the
distribution of pixels in the background is known apriori, shadows, and other portions of the
background enclosed within edges are also removed in this technique. The effectiveness of our
proposed 2-step approach in segmenting the background from an Aedes aegypti mosquito
image taken in a pink background from our dataset is shown in Figure 3.4.

3.2.4 Feature Extraction
The next step in our system is feature extraction. Unfortunately, the standard RGB
color space did not us give good results since the perceptible color differences across species
is minimal there. We then proceeded with the Lab color space [27], that also considers
lightness as a factor for determining color, and provides superior color perception [28]. This
color space has three dimensions where, L represents lightness, and a and b represent the
the color opponents ranging from green−red and blue −yellow. In order to extract features
after transforming images to Lab color space, we focused on textures. Recall from Figures
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3.2 and 3.3 the importance of textures (patterns and colors in legs and wings) in aiding
species identification. Furthermore, textural patterns do not change much as the mosquito
grows, and interacts with nature in the wild. Essentially, in texture analysis, we derive the
dependency of intensity or variance across pixels in the image. This can be done in two
ways. One is structural that captures dependencies among neighboring pixels, that enables
superior perception of textures as primitives (spots, edges, curves and edge ends). The other
is statistical, that computes local features by analyzing the spatial distribution of gray values
of an image [29].
Local Binary Patterns [17] is a popular approach that extracts a combination of
structural and statistical properties of an image. In this technique, textures are extracted
on the basis of local patterns formed by each pixel. To do so, each pixel is labeled by
thresholding the 3 × 3 neighborhood of each pixel with the center pixel value. In other
words, for each pixel of an image, we compare the pixel value of their 8 neighbors clockwise.
If the neighbor pixel value is greater than center’s pixel value, we replace it with 1, otherwise
with 0. This will give 8 binary digits, which are converted to decimal values, which will
replace the value in the center pixel. The process repeats for all pixels in the image. The
range of decimal values lies from 0 to 255. In Figure 3.5, we show a representative instance
of determining Local Binary Patterns.
We then derive a histogram with 26 bins for the number of decimal values in each
pixel in the range of 0 to 9; 10 to 19 and so on, up to 250 to 255. The number of values in
each of the 26 bins is a feature. Essentially, when the number of bins with non-zero entries
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Figure 3.5: Local Binary Pattern Calculation for a Single Pixel

is less, it indicates fewer textural patterns, and when it is more, it is an indicator of more
textural patterns.
While Local Binary Patterns do yield structural and statistical information on local
textures, they cannot capture spatial dependencies among textures, which contrast mosquito
species (e.g., alternating black and white patches in legs, variations in thickness of patches
etc.). To capture these on a global scale, we derive Haralick textural features, which employ
higher order statistics to capture neighborhood properties of textures.
The basis of Haralick features [18] is a gray-level co-occurrence matrix, where graylevel indicates the intensity of a pixel in two dimensions. At the start, a square matrix of
dimensions G = Ng × Ng is constructed, where Ng denotes the number of gray levels in an
image. An Element [i,j] in the matrix is generated by counting the number of times a pixel
with value i is adjacent to a pixel with value j, and then dividing the entire matrix by the
total number of such comparisons made. Each entry in the matrix is thus the probability
that a pixel with value i will be found adjacent to a pixel of value j. Subsequently, using
the pixel intensity dependencies identified in Matrix G, we compute 13 Haralick features to
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capture spatial dependencies across textural patterns in the image. Table 3.3 presents these
features, and how to compute them from the Matrix G below, where p(i, j) is defined as the
probability that a pixel with value i will be found adjacent to a pixel of value j.
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3.2.5 Dimensionality Reduction
Recall now that we have extracted 39 features from each mosquito image: 26 LBP
and 13 Haralick Features. To make our solution computationally efficient, we employed
Linear Discriminant analysis [30] for dimensionality reduction, where the aim is to find a
linear combination of the 39 features by projecting them into a lower dimensional sub-space
to avoid computational cost and over fitting, while the identified subspace maintains class
variability and reduced correlation among features. To do so, let us assume, we have K
classes and each having mean µi , and covariance

P
, where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . .K. Then, the

scatter between class variability is defined using sample covariance of the class means as:

X
b

K
1 X
(µi − µ)(µi − µ)T ,
=
K i=1

(3.1)
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Table 3.3: Formulas for Haralick’s 13 Features
Features

Formula

Angular Second Moment

P P

Contrast

PNg −1

p(i, j)2 , where p(i, j) is defined as the
probability that a pixel with value i will be found
adjacent to a pixel of value j
i

j

n=0

P P
i

n2 {

PNg PNg
i=1

j (i, j)p(i, j)

j=1

p(i, j)}, |i − j| = n

− µx µy

Correlation

, where x and y are the
σx σy
row and column of an entry in co-occurrence matrix G, and µx , µy , σx , σy are the means and std.
deviations of px , py which is partial probability
density functions of pixel x and y respectively

Sum of Squares: Variance

P P

Inverse Difference Moment

P P

Sum Average

P2Ng

i=2 ipx+y (i), where px+y (i) is the probability of
the co-occurrence matrix coordinates summing to
x+y

Sum Entropy

P2Ng

Sum Variance

P2Ng

Entropy

−

Difference Variance

PNg −1

i2 px−y (i)

Difference Entropy

PNg −1

px−y (i) log{px−y (i)}

Information Measure of Correlation 1

Information Measure of Correlation 2

j (i

i

i

j

i=2

1
p(i, j)
1 + (i − j)2

px+y (i) log{px+y (i)} = fs

i=2 (i

− fs )2 px+y (i)

P P
i

i=0

i=0

− µ)2 p(i, j)

j

p(i, j) log(p(i, j))

HXY − HXY 1
,
where
HXY
=
max{HX,
P P HY }
− i j p(i, j), HX,
P HY
P are the entropies of
px , py , HXY 1 = − i j p(i, j) log{px (i)py (j)}
(1 P
− exp[−2(HXY
2 − HXY )])1/2 , where HXY2
P
= i j py (j) log{px (i)py (j)}
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where µ is the mean of the all class means. The separation of class in a direction w,
~ which
is an eigenvector of

P−1 P

b,

is computed as,

P
w
~T b w
~
S= TP .
w
~
w
~

If

P−1 P

b

(3.2)

is diagonalizable, the variability between features will be contained in the subspace

spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the K − 1 largest eigenvalues (since

P

b

is of

rank K − 1 at most). These K − 1 values will be our features for classification. In our case,
since we have nine classes of mosquito species, eight final features are returned after LDA,
that will be used for model development.

3.2.6 Unsupervised Clustering
Our first attempt to classify mosquito species is to investigate the efficacy of our
eight features extracted as above, by checking to see if an unsupervised learning algorithm
can by itself cluster image samples. To do so, we designed as Expectation-Maximization
(EM) algorithm [31] for clustering unlabeled mosquito images, where the idea is to estimate
the Maximum Likelihood (ML) parameters from the observed samples. Assuming that each
image is sampled from a mixture of Gaussian distributions, the EM algorithm attempts
to find the model parameters of each Gaussian distribution from which the sample most
likely is observed, while increasing the likelihood of the parameters in each iteration. It
comprises of two steps in each iteration. In the expectation, or E-step, model parameters
are estimated based on observed samples. This is achieved using the conditional expectation.
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In the M-step, the likelihood function of model parameters is maximized under assumption
that the observed sample is sampled from the estimated parameter. The iteration goes
until convergence. Convergence is guaranteed since the algorithm is bound to increase the
likelihood function at each iteration.
With this clustering technique, we found very good performance when the number of
clusters selected were 3, and with top 2 LDA features having highest variance. Figure 3.6
presents results, where all samples belonging to Aedes aegypti and P sorophora columbiae
were each clustered separately using 2 features. This is a interesting result from unsupervised
clustering that justifies our selection of features as representative. However, all samples in 7
other species were clustered separately. These species are identified in Table 3.4.

Figure 3.6: Three Clusters Identified after EM Clustering

3.2.7 Classification Method
With two of the three species already identified via clustering, we present the final
step of classifying the remaining 7 species. To do so, we use Support Vector Machines [32],
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Table 3.4: Cluster Results
Cluster
1

2
3

Species
Aedes inf irmatus,
Aedes taeniorhynchus,
Anopheles crucians,
Coquillettidia perturbans,
Culex nigripalpus,
M ansonia titillans, and
P sorophora f erox
P sorophora columbiae
Aedes aegypti

which is an established supervised classification and regression machine learning algorithm,
and requires minimal overhead to train and test. It gives fast and high performance with
very little tuning of parameters. The main aim in SVM is to find a hyperplane that maximize
the margin between classes to be identified by determining training instances that are called
as support vectors which are used to define class boundaries. The middle of the margin
is the optimal separating hyperplane between two classes. While testing, we calculate the
probability of each sample belonging to particular species and output the one that has highest
probability.
Recall that, we are taking three smart-phone images of each mosquito specimen in
different orientations. As such, three images will be given for classification in each instance.
Since the number of species to be identified is only seven (after Clustering), for features
from these samples alone, we reapply LDA to identify six features for classification. When
implementing the SVM algorithm for this set (3 images each per specimen to be identified),
we compute the average probabilities of each species as identified from the SVM algorithm
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for each of the 3 images, and output the one with the highest average probability among all
species classified.

3.3

Results
a). Overview of Evaluation Methods: Recall that for two species, Aedes aegypti and

P sorophora columbiae, the classification accuracy was 100% with Clustering. For the other
seven species, we evaluate the ability of our SVM algorithm for classification under 10-fold
Cross Validation (CV) technique, which is standard for our problem scope.
b). Results and Interpretations: Figure 3.7 presents results in terms of Precision,
Recall and F1-Measure for seven species, wherein for each specimen, the average classification
probability for all 3 images of that specimen are computed, and the highest one is returned.
The accuracy in this case for these seven species is 71.07%. Combined with 100% accuracy
for two other species, the overall accuracy of our system for all nine species is 77.5%.
For curiosity, we attempt to output two species which have the top two highest
classification probabilities from SVM, instead of only the top most (as shown above in
Figure 3.7). In other words, we will consider our system accurate if the actual species is
among the top two species outputted from our algorithm. Figure 3.8 presents results, and
the accuracy naturally improves to 87.15% for the 7 species, resulting in an overall accuracy
for nine species as 90.03%.
Interestingly, if we aim to identify each image of each specimen separately (without
considering them as part of a set), the accuracy is only 47.16%. In fact, for visual identifica-
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tion under a microscope, usually one orientation is not sufficient, and multiple orientations
are needed for species identification even for experts.

Figure 3.7: Precision, Recall and F1-Measure for 10-fold CV Method for 7 Species

Figure 3.8: Accuracy of Top 2 Results for 10-fold CV Method for 7 Species

c). Complexity of Execution: Training our EM Clustering, and Support Vector machine classification model were implemented on a machine with Intel Core i7 CPU @2.6 GHz
with 16 GB RAM configuration. Training the model took less than a few minutes.
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We implemented the entire process of classification (image preprocessing, feature
extraction, LDA, Clustering and Classification algorithm) as an application on a Samsung
Galaxy S5 Smart-phone. The average time it took to classify a species was less than 2
seconds, with negligible energy consumption. Total memory consumed by the application in
the phone was 23MB.

3.4

Conclusions
In this chapter, we design a system that allows any citizen to take image(s) of a still

mosquito that is either alive or dead (via spraying or trapping), but still retaining its physical
form, and subsequently processes the image(s) to identify the species type in real time.
At peak times, hundreds of requests come daily from people complaining of
mosquitoes in their neighborhoods. Deciding where to divert resources for trap laying and
spraying is a constant problem for public health workers. In fact, in Florida, during the Zika
Virus scare in 2016, the lack of information about species type during calls from concerned
citizens was a huge problem for public health workers we spoke to. With knowledge on
species type and density, reported by citizens themselves using our system, urgent needs can
be better prioritized. Furthermore, with a system like ours in place available at mosquito
control facilities, the process of species identification and logging is much faster. Expertise
of public health workers can hence be shifted from the cognitively demanding task of species
identification via a microscope, to more useful tasks in combating mosquitoes spread.
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Chapter 4: Mosquito Classification Using Automated Feature from Neural
Networks3

In this chapter, we have sought to improve the results obtained from the AI model
trained on handcrafted features. To do so, we designed a convolutional neural networks
(CNN) based algorithm to solve multiple mosquito classification problems - genus classification; species classification; and species classification within the known genus. The CNN based
algorithm involves multiple convolutional layers that automatically learn the discriminative
features for each class. Our specific contributions are listed in the below sections.

4.1

Generation of Image Database and Noise Removal

4.1.1 Image Generation
We present a brief overview of our data collection procedure here. Between Fall 2018
and Spring 2019, we visited the Hillsborough County mosquito control board in Florida
to lay mosquito traps, collect specimens the next day, and bring them back to the lab for
identification. Some of these specimens (250 in number) after identification by experts were
given to our team for image generation. These specimens were spread across three genera
and nine species presented in Table 4.1.
3

This work has been accepted for the ACM SIGCAS Conference on Computing and Sustainable Societies
(ACM COMPASS) 2020 conference as a full paper. Permission is included in Appendix A.
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Table 4.1: Relevant Details on Our Dataset of Mosquito Species [1]
Genus

Aedes

Anopheles

Culex

Species

No. of
Diseases Spread
Specimens

Geographical
Location

aegypti

759

Chikungunya,
Dengue, Yellow
Fever, Zika

Africa, Asia,
North America,
South America

inf irmatus

741

Eastern Equine
Encephalitis

North America,
South America

taeniorhynchus

761

Eastern Equine
Encephalitis,
West Nile

North America,
South America

crucians

790

Malaria

Africa, North
America, South
America

quadrimaculatus

810

Malaria

North America

stephensi

756

Malaria

Africa, Asia

coronator

712

St. Louis
Encephalitis,
West Nile

Africa, North
America, South
America

nigripalpus

703

Eastern Equine
Encephalitis, St.
Louis
Encephalitis,
West Nile

Africa, North
America, South
America

salinarius

775

Eastern Equine
Encephalitis, St.
Louis
Encephalitis,
West Nile

Africa, North
America, South
America
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a). Ae. aegypti

b). Ae. inf irmatus

c). Ae. taeniorh

d). An. crucians

e). An. quadrim

f). An. stephensi

g). Cu. coronator

h). Cu. nigripalpus

i). Cu. salinarius

Figure 4.1: One Representative Sample in Our Dataset for Each Species Classified. This
Figure Is Best Viewed in Color.

Subsequently, each specimen was imaged by our team under normal indoor light conditions using ten different smartphones, across multiple orientations, and on three different
backgrounds. The ten phones used for imaging were Samsung Galaxy S8 (3 phones), Samsung Galaxy S9 (2 phones), iPhone 7 (2 phones), iPhone 8 plus (2 phones), and Pixel 3 (1
phone). These phones are relatively state-of-the-art. The three different backgrounds were
white, pink and a cream colored tile. As a result if this process, 6807 images in total were
generated by our team. Figure 4.1 illustrates one representative image from our dataset of
each of the nine species4 (spread across three genera) we classify in this chapter.
4
Among the 9 species classified in this chapter, 8 were trapped in the wild. Only Anopheles stephensi
mosquitoes were raised in a lab environment in Florida, whose ancestors were originally trapped in India.
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While our dataset may seem to be relatively large and comprehensive for model development, there is one practical challenge that needs to be overcome. During run-time
execution by citizens, unseen variances will creep in images taken by them that will compromise classification. Such variances are numerous and stem from camera hardware, degree of
zoom, blurriness, ambient light and more. While it is simply impossible to account for every
possible source of variance, we still augment images in our training dataset by zooming in
(randomly chosen between 105% and 150%), zooming out (randomly chosen between 75%
and 90%), increasing brightness/ contrast (randomly chosen between 1.05 and 1.50) and decreasing brightness/ contrast (randomly chosen between 0.75 and 0.95). These variations are
reasonable for our problem/ data collection set-up. As such, the total number of mosquito
images generated and augmented for model development and validation was 25, 867.
A note of gender of mosquitoes trapped: We point out that all the traps laid to
capture mosquitoes were CO2 traps. This meant that the specimens we trapped were all
female, since only female mosquitoes seek out a bloodmeal (to provide nutrients for their
eggs), and they are attracted to CO2 emanating from the traps, thinking that the CO2 comes
from a blood source. As such, our model is trained to only recognize female mosquitoes. But,
it is important to note that, male and female mosquitoes belonging to the same genus and
species are anatomically similar except that the males have a distinct feather like antennae
[20]. As such, we are confident that our technique can be easily adapted to identify male
mosquitoes as well (not done in this chapter though).
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4.1.2 Noise Removal
Mosquito images taken from smartphone cameras contain three common types of
noise: random noise, fixed pattern noise and banding noise [33]. These types of noise stem
from camera hardware, ambient conditions, variations in shutter speed, hand movements
etc., and must be removed prior to classification. It is easy to infer that similarities within
each anatomical component of a mosquito image should ideally be leveraged for noise removal. But, as we see in Figure 4.1, the same anatomical component (e.g., legs and wings
of a mosquito) appear at multiple locations within a single image. Thus, exploiting purely
localized trends in the image for noise removal has limited applicability for our problem. As
such, we employ a non-local means denoising technique [34], wherein a mosquito image is
smoothed by taking the mean RGB value of all pixels in the image, weighted by how similar
these pixels are to any target pixel. This method ensures that similarities in anatomical components within a mosquito are effectively integrated, hence resulting in superior post-filtering
clarity, and less loss of detail in the image. We explain below.
Consider a noisy mosquito image v = {v(i) | i ∈ I}, where v(i) is the RGB value of
pixel i. Then, the estimated value N L[v](i), for a pixel i in image v after noise removal, is
computed as a weighted RGB average of all pixels in the image as,

N L[v](i) =

X

w(i, j) v(j),

j∈ I

where the weights w(i, j) depend on the similarity between the pixels i and j in the image,
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and satisfy the conditions 0 ≤ w(i, j) ≤ 1 and

P

j

w(i, j) = 1. The similarity between two

pixels i and j depends on the similarity of the intensity vectors v̂(Ni ) and v̂(Nj ), where
v̂(Ni ) denotes RGB values of entries in a square matrix Ni , which in-turn denotes a square
neighborhood of fixed size and centered at a pixel i. This similarity is measured as as an
Euclidean distance, ||v̂(Ni ) − v̂(Nj )||2 . With this method, the goal is to ensure that those
pixels within the image that represent the same anatomical component of pixels in the
neighborhood v̂(Ni ) of any pixel i (chosen for noise removal) will have higher weights on the
average, hence smoothing the image more effectively and retaining anatomical consistencies
within the image. The weight w(i, j) is computed as

w(i, j) =

Z(i) =

1 − ||v̂(Ni ) − v̂(Nj )||2
e
Z(i)
h2

X
j

e−

||v̂(Ni ) − v̂(Nj )||2
,
h2

where Z(i) is normalizing factor, and h denotes the degree of filtering. For best results, we
kept the neighborhood size around a target pixel as [7, 7] and h was set as 10. All images in
our dataset were processed in this manner to remove noise before model training.

4.2

Our Deep Neural Network Architecture to Classify Mosquitoes
We now present our neural net architecture to classify mosquitoes from smartphone

images. To keep this simple, and easier to explain, we first present our technique to identify
only the genus of the mosquito from an image. Once we do that, we then present how the
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technique is adapted for classifying genus, species based on known genus and classifying
species directly.

4.2.1 Architecture Rationale and Transfer Learning
The problem of classifying mosquitoes from smartphone images is complex and challenging. Recall from the above that we focus these discussions on the problem of identifying
the genus of a mosquito only. Some obvious challenges here include the need for faster
training, reducing computational overhead, and minimizing overfitting. Apart from these,
one unique challenge is that the size and position of the actual ‘mosquito’ within an image
is not consistent as we see in Figure 4.1. Traditionally stacking convolution layers deeper
and deeper for learning is computationally expensive and will not give good performance.
Furthermore, they cannot effectively handle images, where the object of interest, in this case,
a mosquito, can be of any arbitrary size and be at an arbitrary location within the image
captured.
To overcome these challenges, we started our model development with the Inception
Net architecture [35]. In this architecture, multiple kernel sizes (compared to a single
sized kernel) are used at the same layer to better compensate for objects of interest being
at arbitrary locations and of arbitrary size in an image. This architecture enables smart
factorization methods to break down larger sized kernels into multiple smaller sized kernels
that speed up operation without compromising learning. However, this itself is not enough
for our problem. As the network goes deeper, the gradient of the activation function that
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propagates through these layers becomes smaller, effectively preventing learning at later
layers. To overcome this problem, we combined the Inception Net architecture with another
popular neural network architecture called ResNet [36]. Basically, in the ResNet architecture,
residual connections are introduced. A residual connection is a connection from layer x
directly to layer x + n (where n > 1). In this modification, gradients that are sufficient to
improve learning are still maintained at later layers, hence improving learning ability of the
architecture, while also speeding up training. To summarize here, the initial architecture
we started with for our problem is the Inception-ResNet-V2 (IRV2) [37] architecture ( that
combines the Inception and ResNet architectures), which has a total of 782 layers. The IRV2
architecture has been trained on the well known Imagenet dataset [38] that consists of 14
million images categorized across 1000 diverse classes commonly encountered in daily life,
and the architecture achieves very good accuracies in classification for this dataset.
Leveraging Transfer Learning in Architecture Design: The Inception-ResNet-V2 architecture is very well studied. However, among the 1000 classes that it was trained to
recognize, none are representative of mosquitoes. As such, the issue at hand is how can
we leverage core learning abilities of this already trained architecture, while simultaneously
adapting it to our problem of classifying mosquitoes. In this realm, transfer learning [39] is
an excellent approach, wherein the essential idea is to leverage from a well trained neural
net architecture and adapt it for a different problem. What needs to be addressed though
are a) how many layers from the Inception-ResNet-V2 (IRV2) architecture do we keep as our
initial layers; b) how many additional layers do we add customized to our contexts; and c)
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how to adapt the weights across each layer for best training to classify mosquitoes. These
are presented below.

4.2.2 Optimization of Hyperparameters
Now that the rationale of our neural net architecture for mosquito genus identification
is clarified, there are several key parameters in the architecture (called as hyperparameters)
that we need to optimize. We elucidate these below, following which the final architecture
for genus identification will be presented. Also note that since the three problems of interest
to this chapter (genus, species within genus, and direct species identification) all relate to
classifying mosquitoes, the choice of hyperparameters are not going to be too different for
each problem.
a). Image Resizing: To keep the images consistent, we need resizing. Since, for our
problem, we collected data from multiple smartphones, we had images of different resolutions
ranging from 450 × 550 to 2988 × 5322 pixels. To bring uniformity, and reduce the image
size (for faster training without loss of quality), we resized each input image to 299 × 299
pixels irrespective of their original size. Finally, we normalized the RGB value of each pixel
of the image by dividing it by 255 before training starts.
b). Loss function: This is the evaluation criteria of training, and measures the learning
outcome of an architecture. Typically, it ranges from 0 to 1 where 0 means perfect learning
and 1 means no learning. The goal of training is to ensure that the architecture designed and
the weights in each layer best minimizes the loss over training data. An ideal loss function
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should be straightforward to calculate, and it should be easy to find its derivative, since we
calculate the loss and its derivative for each image in every training iteration. For this study,
we employed the categorical cross entropy loss function. It is defined for a singe training
image j as:
CCEj = −

K
1 X
(yi log(pi )),
K i=1

(4.1)

where yi is a 1-d ground truth indicator if class i (i.e., genus) is true (yi = 1), or false (yi = 0);
K is the total number of classes; and pi is the predicted probability of class i. Naturally, for
all the training images (denoted as N ) in the dataset, the categorical cross entropy loss is
given by
N
1 X
CCEj .
CCE = −
N j=1

(4.2)

c). Optimizer: An optimizer is an algorithm which helps converge an architecture
during training from an initial value to the optimized one where the loss is minimum. In this
study, we have employed Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation) [40] algorithm. The idea
of Adam is to use adaptive learning rates for weights among layers in the neural network
architecture, such that lower rates are assigned to the weights that are getting bigger updates,
and higher rates are assigned to weights that are getting smaller updates while training.
d). Learning Rate: This is the rate of change which a parameter in an architecture
undergoes every epoch, while the optimizer navigates through the loss function in search of
the minima. It essentially influences the speed of training. If the learning rate is too low,
then the network will take more time to converge as the gradient step to change will be
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very small in each iteration, and on the other hand if it is too high, then it might overstep
the minima. A good learning rate should be high in the initial epochs so that it quickly
gets closer to the minima, but low in later epochs so as to not overstep it. In this realm, we
have utilized Cyclic Learning Rate (CLR) [41] technique. The core idea here is to let the
learning rate vary within a predefined range of values, instead of pre-defining a linearly or an
exponentially monotonically decreasing rate. Subsequently, we set a clear range of learning
rates by cyclically vary the rates from a pre-defined range from 2 × 10−7 to 2 × 10−5 . While
multiple function forms can vary the rate cyclically, the triangular form (linearly increasing
and then linearly decreasing) has demonstrated to be simple and effective for our problem
in this chapter.
e). Architecture Fine-tuning and Compensating for Overfitting for Genus classification: Having discussed choices for key hyperparameters in our architecture, we now present
how our architecture is trained and fine-tuned for genus classification. Many steps are involved here including decision on which layer to start from the Inception-ResNet-V2 (IRV2)
[37] architecture (among the 782 layers), how to add remaining layers for our specific genus
classification problem, how to assign weights to them, how to avoid overfitting problems,
and finally, when to stop the training.
For our problem, we initially started at layer 350 in the Inception-ResNet-V2 (IRV2)
[37] architecture. Starting from layers too early will lead to poor learning, and starting from
layers too deep will likely lead to over-fitting and also induce computational overhead. After
initialization, subsequent layers were initialized with Glorot uniform initialization technique
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[42]. Since, IRV2 weights are highly optimized we didn’t want to change them too much but
wanted to optimize the weights of remaining layers. As such, we divided the training process
in two phases. In first phase, we froze the weights of IRV2 layers and only allowed the changes
in remaining layers which we iteratively added with high learning rate. After 500 epochs, the
loss curve reached the plateau where we saved the weights of the model. In second phase, we
unfroze the weights of IRV2 and decreased the learning rate to 1e − 5 to setup slow training.
In this phase, every single weight across all layers in the architecture was allowed to change.
After 1200 epochs, training and validation loss function attained a plateau and we stopped
the training. Note that during training (common in complex classification problems), we
identified that our architecture suffered from overfitting, which we compensate by infusing
a combination of three different regularization techniques between layers, namely dropout,
batch normalization and maxnorm. Briefly, dropout technique [43] randomly ignores few
neurons in each layer depending on the percentage set, while batch normalization [44] is a
technique to normalize the output of previous activation layer using the mean and standard
deviation of the batch of input images on which training is done. Maxnorm [45] is another
regularization technique to enforce an absolute upper bound on the magnitude of the weight
vector for every neuron and uses projected gradient descents to enforce the constraint.
f). The Finalized Architecture for Genus Classification: Table 4.2 illustrates the key
parameters of the finalized architecture for classifying genus types of mosquitoes. The term
“block17_10_Conv" denotes the 433rd layer of the IRV2 architecture [37], upto which was
utilized for our problem. The remaining layers (elaborated upon below) are added after that
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as specified in Table 4.2 for genus identification. The entries in the fields “Size In" and “Size
Out" in the table refer to dimensions of the input and output matrices in the corresponding
layer. After the 433rd layer (of the IRV2 architecture), we add a Global Average Pooling
Layer to reduce dimensionality to only one dimension, following which four dense layers are
added to the architecture (which essentially means all neurons in one layer are connected
to those in the next layer). The dimensions of the dense layers are also presented in Table
4.2. Then, we concatenate the dense layers and finally perform softmax operation to output
probabilities of classification between 0 and 1 for each of the three genera we attempt to
classify (i.e., Aedes, Anopheles and Culex). This essentially summarizes our architecture for
genus classification.

4.2.3 Adaptations of Our Architecture for Other Problems
Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate the architectures for classifying species within the
Aedes, Anopheles and Culex genus types respectively. Recall again that these architectures
are designed to classify a species within the corresponding genus types only. Finally in
Table 4.6, we present the architecture for classifying directly the species only. Interestingly,
the optimized architecture for this problem was the same the one optimized for genus level
classification, except that the number of possible classes here is nine (for the nine species).
For clarity purposes, an illustration of the architectures for all classification problems is
presented in Figure 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Genus Architecture
Layer
block17_10_conv
(Layer 433 in IRV2)
GlobalAverageP ooling2D
dense_1
dense_2
dense_3
dense_4
concat_1
sof tmax

Size In
(N one, 17, 17, 384)

Size Out
(N one, 17, 17, 1088)

(N one, 17, 17, 1088)
(1, 1088)
512
256
128
(dense_1, dense_2,
dense_3, dense_4)
1152

(1, 1088)
512
256
128
256
1152
3

Table 4.3: Aedes Architecture
Layer
conv2d_93
(Layer
346 in IRV2)
GlobalAverageP ooling2D
dense_1
dense_2
dense_3
dense_4
concat_1
sof tmax

Size In
(N one, 17, 17, 160)

Size Out
(N one, 17, 17, 192)

(N one, 17, 17, 192)
(1, 192)
512
512
256
(dense_1, dense_4)
640

(1, 192)
512
512
256
128
640
3

Table 4.4: Anopheles Architecture
Layer
block17_8_conv
(Layer 401 in IRV2)
GlobalAverageP ooling2D
dense_1
dense_2
dense_3
dense_4
dense_5
sof tmax

Size In
(N one, 17, 17, 384)

Size Out
(N one, 17, 17, 1088)

(N one, 17, 17, 1088)
(1, 1088)
512
512
256
256
256

(1, 1088)
512
512
256
256
256
3
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Figure 4.2: Our Neural Net Architectures for Classifying Mosquitoes. This Figure Is Best
Viewed in Color.

4.3

Evaluation of Our Architectures
We now are ready to present the evaluation of our neural net architecture for clas-

sifying mosquitoes from smartphone images. There are two broad mechanisms we present
for evaluation. The first is based on Class Activation Map, and the next one is based on
accuracy of classification.
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Table 4.5: Culex Architecture
Layer
conv2d_111
(Layer 407 in IRV2)
GlobalAverageP ooling2D
dense_1
dense_2
dense_3
dense_4
dense_5
concat_1

sof tmax

Size In
(N one, 17, 17, 128)

Size Out
(N one, 17, 17, 160)

(N one, 17, 17, 160)
(1, 160)
512
128
256
256
(dense_1, dense_2,
dense_3, dense_4,
dense_5)
2484

(1, 160)
512
128
256
512
256
2484

3

Table 4.6: Species-only Architecture
Layer
block17_10_conv
(Layer 433 in IRV2)
GlobalAverageP ooling2D
dense_1
dense_2
dense_3
dense_4
concat_1
sof tmax

Size In
(N one, 17, 17, 384)

Size Out
(N one, 17, 17, 1088)

(N one, 17, 17, 1088)
(1, 1088)
512
256
128
(dense_1, dense_2,
dense_3, dense_4)
1152

(1, 1088)
512
256
128
256
1152
9

4.3.1 Class Activation Map
The first approach we take to evaluate our technique is to determine whether or
not the architecture we have designed to classify mosquitoes is actually able to focus in
on the pixels corresponding to anatomical components within the mosquito image, while
simultaneously being able to exclude the background pixels. Needless to say, if a model is
trained to classify a mosquito by processing only those pixels corresponding to the anatomical
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components within the image, then such a model has high fidelity. The technique of Class
Activation Map (CAM) allows us to do that.
Once an input image is classified after the end of the Softmax layer in Figure 4.2, the
CAM technique enables us to infer which pixels within the image were used by the neuralnet architecture to make the classification. To do so, we traverse back in the architecture to
identify the feature map for that particular image (at the conclusion of the last convolutional
layer in the architecture in Figure 4.2), and the weights corresponding to the class (i.e., the
type of mosquito) that the image was identified with. If we denote the feature map for an
image at Kernel k in the last convolutional layer as fk (i, j), and if we denote the weight of
each kernel connection for class c as wkc , then, we compute the expression,

Mc (i, j) =

X

wkc fk (i, j),

(4.3)

k

for each spatial location (i, j) in the convoluted image. This essentially computes the importance of each feature map in the convoluted image when a classification is made. Subsequently, the value of Mc (i, j) in the convoluted image is projected back onto the corresponding pixels in the original image to create a heatmap. The higher the value of Mc (i, j), the
warmer the color of those corresponding pixels in the heatmap. These are the pixels within
the image that were used predominantly to make the classification. As such, if in our images
if most of the higher intensities are concentrated in critical anatomical components of the
mosquito image, then we can trust our model better, as elaborated below.
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Discussions on CAM Results: We present results from Class Activation Map in Figure
4.3 for the problem of classifying mosquito species. Specifically, we highlight one representative image for each of the nine species we attempt to classify, but our results are representative
for other images also. From Figure 4.3, we see that our architecture is reliable. Irrespective
of the background, or phone, we can see that the pixels with the highest intensities are concentrated in the most critical anatomical components of the image (thorax, scutum, wings,
abdomen and legs). It is a fact that these are the anatomical components that are most
vital for visual classification of a mosquito specimen - scutum for Ae. aegypti; wings for An.
crucians and An. quadrimaculatus; abdomen for Ae. taeniorhynchus; thorax for Cu. nigripalpus and An. stephensi etc. A careful observation of heatmaps presented in Figure 4.3, and
more which we manually verified indeed conveys that our model has learnt to recognize the
critical anatomical components within the mosquito image for classification. For interested
readers, related discussions on anatomical components and markers that entomology experts
use for visual classification of mosquitoes are available in [1].

4.3.2 Accuracy of Classification
We now present our results on accuracy of classification using well-established evaluation procedures. First, we briefly describe our dataset again for clarity. Recall that our
dataset for model development contained 250 mosquito specimens evenly spread across three
genera, with three species each per genus as presented in Table 4.1. From these mosquito
specimens, we generated a dataset of 6807 images taken via multiple smartphones and under
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a). Aedes aegypti

b). Aedes inf irmatus

c). Aedes taeniorh

d). Anopheles crucians

e). Anopheles quadrim

f). Anopheles stephensi

g). Culex coronator

h). Culex nigripalpus

i). Culex salinarius

Figure 4.3: Class Activation Map. One Representative Image Sample with Visualization
of Last Layer Convolution Feature Map in Our Dataset for Each Species Classified, across
Multiple Backgrounds and Phones. This Figure Is Best Viewed in Color.

multiple backgrounds as presented in Section 6.1. Subsequently, 30% of these images (2042
in number) were separated out for validation alone. The remaining 4765 images were augmented for training (following procedures also described in Section 6.1) to yield a dataset
of 23825 images that were used to train the architecture. Table 4.7 presents results for the
three classes of problems attempted in this chapter - genus only, species within genus, and
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species only. The classification accuracies presented are those wherein the accuracy of classification with the training images (23825 images) best matches the classification of accuracy
with validation images (2042) when training was concluded. The classification accuracies
presented represent the proportion of correctly identified images within each class.
Table 4.7: Validation Set Accuracy
Genus

Aedes

Anopheles

Culex

Accuracy Species Within
(%)
Genus
aegypti
92%
inf irmatus
taeniorhynchus
crucians
93.5%
quadrimaculatus
stephensi
coronator
92%
nigripalpus
salinarius

Accuracy
(%)
85%
84%
81%
89%
79%
98%
69%
64%
72%

Species
aegypti
inf irmatus
taeniorhynchus
crucians
quadrimaculatus
stephensi
coronator
nigripalpus
salinarius

Accuracy
(%)
86%
83%
78%
93%
72%
100%
68%
71%
63%

Subsequently, once the architecture was fully trained and validated, we conducted
another evaluation strategy, which is to test the architecture with completely unseen images
post completion of training. This is a much more rigorous testing strategy, for which we
trapped another 50 mosquito specimens evenly distributed among the nine species for which
the model was trained. For this, we captured three images of each mosquito specimen in
a single phone and under one background. These three images for a mosquito specimen is
called a set (captured with the same phone and on top of the same background). In this
manner, for each of the 50 mosquito specimens, we generated 12 such sets using four different
phones and on top of three different backgrounds (wherein no two sets per mosquito specimen
had the same phone-background configuration). A total of 600 such sets were generated for
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Table 4.8: Testing Set Accuracy
Genus

Aedes

Anopheles

Culex

Accuracy Species Within
(%)
Genus
aegypti
81%
inf irmatus
taeniorhynchus
crucians
77%
quadrimaculatus
stephensi
coronator
92%
nigripalpus
salinarius

Accuracy
(%)
82%
90%
50%
89%
60%
98%
48%
43%
51%

Species
aegypti
inf irmatus
taeniorhynchus
crucians
quadrimaculatus
stephensi
coronator
nigripalpus
salinarius

Accuracy
(%)
82%
40%
38%
73%
40%
93%
20%
40%
30%

testing, wherein we reiterate that each set had had a total of three images per mosquito
specimen (that were taken via the same phone, and on top of the same background). This
dataset (we reiterate) is completely unseen by our model. Classification results for this
dataset are presented in Table 4.8. Note here that the identification of a mosquito specimen
for each set (comprising of three images per specimen) is based on computing the maximum
of the average of the class probabilities as outputted by our architecture for each of the three
images in that set. The results are elaborated below.
Discussions on Accuracy Results: First, off the accuracy of classification during model
training and validation in Table 4.7 is better than those with testing on unseen data after
training in Table 4.8. This is natural, although, the accuracies are not too far off, hence
justifying the fidelity of our model. Secondly, we see that genus classification accuracies are
high for all three genera. This is also encouraging since identifying the genus itself is very
useful during outbreaks. Once we start the finer-grained process of identifying species, we
see interesting results. Mosquitoes belonging to the Aedes genus are being classified better.
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It is generally true that even for experts, visually recognizing Ae. aegypti (a deadly vector
for many diseases) is easy because of the very distinct ‘lyre’ shaped pattern on the thorax
of those species. Our model can also identify An. crucians and An. stephensi much more
accurately. This is because An. crucians mosquitoes have three distinct dark spots on
the wings, which aid identification. However, An. quadrimaculatus mosquitoes have four
dark spots on their wings, and so there is some confusion between An. crucians and An.
quadrimaculatus mosquitoes. An. stephensi mosquitoes have distinct yellow colored scutum,
thorax and wings, which makes it a unique species, easy to identify. Most confusion happens
with species belonging to the Culex genera, since they share similar brownish-copper color
patches with Ae. infirmatus mosquitoes. As such, we can infer that the results we obtain for
classification and the sources of confusion directly correlate with corresponding morphological
similarities/ dissimilarities among specimens in our model, which aid or confuse experts
during visual classification of mosquitoes. To elaborate the sources of confusion better, we
present the corresponding confusion matrix for the nine species we classify in this chapter for
the species only model is presented in Figure 4.4b. We once again direct interested readers
to [1] for related discussions on anatomical markers that entomology experts use for visual
classification of mosquitoes.
One very intriguing finding from our analysis is that, at both the genus and species levels, the classification accuracies we obtain match the evolutionary relationships of mosquitoes
in our model. These relationships are reflected in the phylogenetic tree Figure 4.4a, primarily
reconstructed based on genetic sequencing [46] [47] [48]. Starting from the left, the Anopheles
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Figure 4.4: Phlyogenetic Tree and Confusion Matrix. (a) Phlyogenetic Tree Showing Evolutionary Relationships of the Mosquitoes [46, 47, 48]. Leftward is Further Back in Geologic
Time. Black Dot Denotes the Common Ancestor, ∼ 217 Million Years Ago [48]. (b) Species
Testing Set Confusion Matrix with Classification Accuracies. This Figure Is Best Viewed in
Color.

clade diverged from the other mosquitoes ∼ 217 million years (mya) ago [48]. Interestingly,
the Anopheles mosquitoes here have the highest classification accuracies in our model (i.e.,
high true positive rate and low false positive rate), as seen in Figure 4.4b. This correspondence between phylogenetic pattern and classification accuracy in our model holds true for
species within each genus as well. Within the Anopheles genus for instance, the Old World
species, An. stephensi (∼ 107 mya divergence) [49] has a higher classification accuracy in
our model than those of the more closely-related New World sister groups, An. crucians and
An. quadrimaculatus. Similarly, within Aedes, Ae. aegypti is the most evolutionarily distinct
species (∼ 92 mya divergence), and it has the highest classification accuracy in our model for
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the Aedes genus. The evolutionary relationships among species in the Culex genus were unable to be resolved morphologically even by biologists today (illustrated pictorially in Figure
4.4a) [47], and this fact is indeed reflected in the lower levels of classification accuracy in our
model for species in the Culex genus (Figure 4.4b). Ultimately, this suggests that evolution
− as measured by relative divergence times − drives greater anatomical disparity, which in
turn yields higher classification accuracies when using AI. In other words, our chapter shows
that signals from millions of years of natural selection is being revealed by real-time AI in our
models. Naturally, these discoveries provide much more validity to our work in this chapter,
and also its potential for future broader impact in diverse scientific disciplines.
Summary: To summarize here, we believe that our system to identify mosquitoes
from smartphone images is practical, and useful, especially for detecting the presence of
really deadly mosquitoes like Aedes aegypti (vector for dengue, yellow fever, chikungunya,
and Zika) and also mosquitoes in the Anopheles genera (vectors for malaria). Potential
sources of confusion in our system are due to visual similarities among various types of
mosquitoes that complicate classification even for experts in the field.

4.4

Smartphone App Development
We implemented our entire system for classifying mosquitoes as a smartphone based

app interacting with the cloud, that allows any citizen to take a photo of a mosquito specimen
for identification. We used a popular cross-platform, open-source application development
framework called React Native to develop both an Android and an iOS version of our system.
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The app will first pre-process the image to correct for blurriness and brightness. Then the
app will execute a simple neural net model embedded within the smartphone to check if the
photo is that of a mosquito or not. If the photo is identified to be that of a mosquito, then the
image is uploaded to a secure cloud, that executes our neural net models presented above for
classifying genus and species of the mosquito whose image was captured. We present critical
specs of our system below.

4.4.1 Pre-processing to Correct for Blurriness and Brightness
Compensating for Blurriness: Images of mosquitoes taken by citizens can suffer from
blurriness, and must be corrected. To calculate the blurriness level of an image, we used a
method called Laplacian Variance [50], which requires us to obtain a grayscale channel of
pixels in an image and convolve them with a 3 × 3 kernel, which for our problem was set as
the following Laplacian kernel




0 1 0 






1 −4 1 .






0 1 0
After calculating the convolution, we then take the variance of the output. If the variance is
above a pre-defined threshold, then the image is considered not blurry. Otherwise, the user
is prompted to retake the image.
Compensating for Poor Brightness: In order to guarantee the brightness of the image
to enable classification, we compare its brightness value to that of the training set used in
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model development. One approach is to convert each image at run-time from RGB color
space to HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value). Here, Value (V ) is the brightness of the color and
varies with color saturation, from 0 to 255, wherein higher values indicate more brightness.
From out dataset of 25000 mosquito images, we identified that the mean was V = 187.44. For
each image taken at run-time, its V value is computed and compared against this threshold,
and if too different from the threshold, the brightness is automatically adjusted within the
app before processing.

4.4.2 A Binary Classifier for Mosquito Versus Non-Mosquito Image
In order to ensure fidelity, and to minimize wasted computational resources, we implemented a simple neural net model (mosquito vs no mosquito) that executed on the phone
to classify whether or not an image generated by a citizen is that of a mosquito or not.
If the image is not that of a mosquito, then the image is simply discarded with a note to
the user. This model was trained using our dataset of more than 25000 mosquito images,
against the very popular COCO (Common Objects in Context) data-set [51], that contains
more than 330K images categorized into 91 classes. To distinguish whether the input image
is mosquito or not, we designed a binary classifier leveraging the principle of transfer learning
with pretrained MobileNet [52] architecture (which has size of 16 MB). We achieved 95%
accuracy using by our architecture for this binary classification problem. We reiterate that
this preliminary check is vital in order to prevent transmission and processing of images in
the cloud that are irrelevant to the problem at hand.
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4.4.3 Critical Specs of the Overall System
The Android version of our application supports devices with SDK above 21, which
runs on close to 90% of Android devices worldwide [53]. The total size of the release package
is 84MB. The iOS version of the application supports devices with iOS above 8.0, which runs
on almost all iPhone devices worldwide. The total size of the release package is 60MB.
Once an image has passed all the pre-processing phases, our app uploads the image
to a customized database, which uses Firebase as a backend. The images are stored in the
Firebase storage and a request for classification is made to our GPU server that executes
the classification model. The classification takes only a few seconds and results are delivered
back to the user through the app. The image and classification results are displayed and
locally stored on the user’s phone, as well on the Firebase backend. On-going pilot tests of
our system are very encouraging, and we plan to release our app and dataset to the public
very soon.

4.5

Conclusions
In this chapter, we designed deep neural network architectures to classify the genus

and species of mosquitoes from smartphone images. Our proposed architecture framework
employs the principle of Transfer Learning, and is a hybrid of Inception Net and ResNet
architectures. Our design also ensures faster training and efficient optimization. With this
framework multiple architectures were designed and evaluated to perform multiple tasks;
first, identify the genus alone; second, identify species within the genus; and third, identify
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directly the species irrespective of genus. Our system is implemented as a user-friendly
smartphone app with intuitive interface.
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Chapter 5: Mosquito Anatomy Extraction Based on Neural Networks

In this chapter, we made orthogonal contributions in the realm of AI assistance to
classify mosquitoes. Since, classification of mosquitoes relies on descriptive visual markers
in the anatomy, comprising of thorax, abdomen, wings and legs, we present a technique in
this chapter that extracts pixels comprising of these specific anatomical components from
any mosquito image. Our technique is based on Mask Region-based Convolutional Neural
Network[54] for extracting the anatomies from the mosquito. Our specific contributions are
listed in the below sections. Our specific contributions are listed in the below sections.

5.1

Generation of Image Dataset and Preprocessing
To prepare the dataset of this study, we selected a total of 600 images from the

dataset of Chapter 4. Then, we preprocess 500 of these images to generate the training
dataset, and leave the remaining 100 for validation. For preprocessing, we scaled our images
to 1024 × 1024 for faster training (which did not lower accuracy). Then, we augmented
the images by adding Gaussian blur and randomly flipping the images from left to right.
These are standard in image processing, which better account for variances during run-time
execution. After this procedure, our training dataset increased to 1500 images. For this
study, we utilized Aedes aegypti, Aedes infirmatus, Aedes taeniorhynchus, Anopheles cru-
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cians, Anopheles quadrimaculatus, Anopheles stephensi, Culex coronator, Culex nigripalpus
and Culex salinarius.
Annotation for Ground-truth: We manually annotate our training images using VGG
Image Annotator (VIA) tool [55]. To do so, we manually (and carefully) emplace bounding
polygons around each anatomical component in our training images. The pixels within the
polygons and associated labels (i.e., thorax, abdomen, wing or leg) serve as ground truth.
One sample annotated image is shown in Figure 5.1. Note here that all mosquitoes used in

Figure 5.1: Manual Annotation of Each Anatomy Using VIA Tool

this study are vectors. Among these, Aedes aegypti is particularly dangerous, since it spreads
Zika fever, dengue, chikungunya and yellow fever. This mosquito is also globally distributed
now.

5.2

Our Mask-RCNN Model Architecture to Extract Anatomies
Our goal in this study is to separately extract out anatomical components of a

mosquito - thorax, abdomen, wings and legs from an image. To do so, our proposed tech-
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nique leverages Mask R-CNN neural network architecture [54], which is state-of-the-art in
terms of extracting masks (or, pixels) comprising of objects of interest within an image.
Adapting this architecture for our problem requires a series of steps presented below.

• Generate Feature Maps using CNNs: First, we learn semantically rich features in
the training image dataset to recognize the complex anatomical components of the
mosquito. To do so, our neural network architecture is a combination of the popular Res-Net101 architecture with Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN)[56]. Very briefly,
ResNet-101[36] is a CNN with residual connections, and was specifically designed to
remove vanishing gradients at later layers during training. It is relatively simple with
345 layers. Importantly, it has been trained on ImageNet [57] dataset, consisting of
more than 14 million images distributed across 1000 classes. The ResNet-101 architecture achieves accuracies in the range of 94% for this dataset. The addition of a
feature pyramid network to ResNet was attempted in [54]. The core idea is to leverage
the naturally pyramidal shape of CNNs, while creating a subsequent feature pyramid
network that combines low resolution semantically strong features with high resolution
semantically weak features using a top-down pathway and lateral connections. The resulting architecture is well suited to learn from images at different scales from minimal
input image scales, and has been extensively validated. Ensuring scale-invariant learning is specifically important for our problem, since mosquito images can be generated
at different scales during run-time, due to diversity in camera hardware and human
induced variations.
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• Emplacing Anchors on Anatomical Components in the Image: In this step, we leverage
the notion of Regional Proposal Network (RPN)[58] and results from the previous two
steps, to design a simpler CNN that will learn feature maps corresponding to groundtruthed anatomical components in the training images. The goal is to emplace anchors
(rectangular boxes) that enclose the detected anatomical components of interest in the
image.
• Pixel-level Extraction and Classification: Finally, we align the feature maps of the anchors (i.e., region of interest) learned from the above step into fixed sized feature maps
which serve as input to three branches to: a) label the anchors with the anatomical
component; b) extract only the pixels within the anchors that represents an anatomical
component; and c) tighten the anchors for improved accuracy. All three steps are done
in parallel.

5.3

Loss Functions
For our problem, recall that there are three specific sub-problems: labeling the anchors

as thorax, abdomen, wings or leg; masking the corresponding pixels within each anchor; and
a regressor to tighten anchors. We elaborate now on the loss functions used for these three
sub-problems. We do so because, loss functions are a critical component during training and
validation of deep neural networks to improve learning accuracy and avoid overfitting.
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Figure 5.2: The Workflow of Our Architecture Based on Mask R-CNN

5.3.1 Labeling (or Classification) Loss
For classifying the anchors, we utilized the Categorical Cross Entropy loss function,
and it worked well. For a single anchor j, the loss is given by,

CCEj = −log(p),

(5.1)

where p is the model estimated probability for the ground truth class of the anchor.

5.3.2 Masking Loss
Masking is most challenging, considering the complexity in learning to detect only
pixels comprising of anatomical components in an anchor. Initially, we experimented with
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the simple Binary Cross Entropy loss function defined above (where K = 2 means binary
classification). With this loss function, we noticed good accuracy for pixels corresponding
to thorax, wings and abdomen. But, many pixels corresponding to legs were mis-classified
as background. This is because of class imbalance highlighted in Figure 5.3, wherein we see
significantly larger number of background pixels, compared to number of foreground pixels
for anchors (colored blue) emplaced around legs. This imbalance leads to poor learning for
legs, because the binary class entropy loss function is biased towards the (much more, and
easier to classify) background pixels.

Figure 5.3: Emplacement of Anchors. After Emplacement of Anchors, We See Significantly
More Background Pixels than Foreground Pixels for Anchors Encompassing Legs.

To fix this shortcoming, we investigated another more recent loss function called focal
loss [59] which lowers the effect of well classified samples (correctly classified pixels) on the
loss, and rather places more emphasis on the harder samples (mis-classified pixels). This
loss function hence helps in preventing more commonly occurring background pixels from
overwhelming the not so commonly occurring foreground pixels during the training process,
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hence it aids in overcoming class imbalance problems. The focal loss function for a pixel i is
represented as,
F L(i) = −(1 − p)γ log(p),

(5.2)

where p is the model estimated probability for the ground truth class, and γ is a tunable
parameter, which was set as 2 in our model.
With these definitions, it is easy to see that when a pixel is mis-classified and p → 0,
then the modulating factor (1 − p)γ tends to 1 and the loss (log(p)) is not affected. However,
when a pixel is classified correctly and when p → 1, the loss is down-weighted. In this
manner, priority during training is emphasized more on the hard negative classifications,
hence yielding superior classification performance in the case of unbalanced datsets. Utilizing
the focal loss gave us superior classification results for all anatomical components.

5.3.3 Regressor Loss
To tighten the anchors and hence improve masking accuracy, the loss function used
is based on the summation of Smooth L1 functions computed across anchor, ground truth
and predicted boxes. Let (x, y) denote the top-left coordinate of a predicted anchor. Let
xa and x∗ denote the same for anchors generated by the RPN, and the manually generated
ground-truth. The notations are the same for the y coordinate, width w and height h of
an anchor. We define several terms first, following which the loss function Lreg used in our
architecture is presented.
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t∗x =

(x∗ −xa )
,
wa

tx =

(x−xa )
,
wa

smoothL1 =

t∗y =
ty =





0.5x2 ,

(y ∗ −ya )
,
ha

∗

t∗w = log( w
),
wa

(y−ya )
,
ha

tw = log( wwa ),

∗

t∗h = log( hha ),
th = log( hha ),

if |x| < 1
and





|x| − 0.5, otherwise
Lreg (ti , t∗i ) =

P

ix,y,w,h

smoothL1 (t∗i − ti )
(5.3)

5.4

Results
We trained a Mask Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (Mask R-CNN) to

automatically detect and separately extract anatomical components of mosquitoes - thorax,
wings, abdomen and legs from images. For this study, we utilized 23 specimens of Aedes
aegypti and Aedes infirmatus, and 22 specimens of Aedes taeniorhynchus, Anopheles crucians,
Anopheles quadrimaculatus, Anopheles stephensi, Culex coronator, Culex nigripalpus and
Culex salinarius. After imaging the specimens via smartphones, our dataset for training
and validation of the architecture was 1600 mosquito images which included 1600 images of
thorax, 1600 images of abdomen, 3109 images of wings and 6223 images of legs (Figure 5.2).
We trained our architecture on an a Nvidia graphic processing unit (GPU) cluster of four
GeForce GTX TITAN X cards having 3, 583 cores and 12 GB memory. It took close to 24
hours to train the model. For testing our architecture, we trapped and imaged another set
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of 27 mosquitoes, i.e., three per species. Smartphones images from these test-set mosquitoes
were taken, and included 27 images of thorax and abdomen, 48 images of wings and 105
images of legs.
First, we visually present results of our technique to extract anatomical components of
a mosquito in Figure 5.6 for one sample image among the nine species in our testing dataset.
This figure is representative of all other images in our dataset. We can clearly see that the
anatomical components are indeed coming out vividly from image data. Taxonomists in
India and the USA, who observed our results, clarified that descriptive markers sufficient to
aid visual identification of mosquitoes were present in the extracted thorax, wings, abdomen
and legs via our model. They also agreed that our system has high potential to become an
important tool in training next generation taxonomists. Next, we quantify performance for
our entire dataset using four standard metrics: Precision, Recall, Intersection over Union
(IoU) and Mean Average Precision (mAP).
Precision is basically the fraction of relevant instances (here, pixels) among those
instances (again, pixels) that are retrieved. Recall is the fraction of the relevant instances
that were actually retrieved. IoU is a metric that assesses the ratio of areas of the intersection
and the union among the predicted pixels and the ground truth. To define our final metric,
the Mean Average Precision (mAP), we define another metric, Average precision (AP), which
is the average of all the Precision values for a range of Recall (0 to 1 for our problem) at
a certain preset IoU threshold for a particular class among the four for our problem (i.e.,
wings, thorax, legs and abdomen). This metric essentially balances both Precision and Recall
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a). Validation Set

b). Testing Set

Figure 5.4: Precision and Recall for Different IoUs on Validation and Testing Set

Figure 5.5: Mean Average Precision (mAP) Scores for Masking Anatomies

for a particular value of IoU for one class. Finally, the Mean Average Precision. First, we
report the Precision and Recall values for the validation and testing datasets in Figures 5.4
respectively for various values of IoU. We see that the performance metrics in the validation
dataset during training match the metrics during testing (with unseen dataset) post training
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across all IoUs. This convinces us that our model is robust and not overfitted. Precision for
all classes is high, which means that false positives are low. Recall is also high for the thorax,
abdomen and wings, indicating low false negatives for these classes. However, Recall for legs
class is relatively poor. It turns out that a non trivial portion of the leg pixels are classified
as the background. While this may seem a bit discouraging, we once again direct readers to
Figure 5.6, wherein we can see that a very good portion of the legs are still identified and
extracted correctly by our model. As such, the goal of gleaning the morphological markers
from all anatomical components is still enabled by our model. Finally, the mAP is presented
in Figure 5.5 for all classes. The lower numbers in Figure 5.5, are due to poorer performance
for classifying legs, as compared to other anatomies.
Results of a small experiment with bumblebees: Out of curiosity, we wanted to see
how our AI model that was developed only with mosquito images, performs, when tested
with images of bumblebees. Bumblebees (Genus: Bombus) are important pollinators, and
detecting them in nature is vital. Figure 5.7 presents our results for one representative image
among three species of bumblebees, although our results in Figure 5.7 is representative of
more than 100 bumblebee images we tested 5 . As we can see, our technique is very robust
in detecting and extracting wings. While the thorax is extracted correctly, the ability to
extract out the abdomen and legs is not great.
5

Image source was Smithsonian National Museum of National History in Washington, D.C. Images can
be found here[60]
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Figure 5.6: Results of Extracting Anatomical Components across 9 Mosquito Species
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With these results, we are now confident that our architecture in its present form
alone, could be used to extract wings of many arthropods. With appropriate ground-truth
data, we are confident that only minimal tweaks to our architecture is needed to ensure
robust extraction of all anatomical components for a wide range of arthropods. With recent
concerns about insects dying out at un-precedented rates, our technique can enable newer AI
based approaches to identify and (hence preserve) insect populations, while also providing
cooler visual incentives for global citizen participation.

Figure 5.7: Results of Extracting Anatomical Components for Bumblebees
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5.5

Conclusions
In this chapter, we designed a deep neural network framework to extract anatomical

components - thorax, wings, abdomen and legs from full-body mosquito images. Our technique is based on the notion of Mask R-CNN, wherein we learn feature maps from images,
emplace anchor boxes around foreground components, and then mask and classify pixels
corresponding to the anatomical components within anchors. Our results are very favorable,
when interpreted in the context of being able to glean descriptive morphological markers
for classifying mosquitoes. Towards the end, we also presented the generality of our model,
from the perspective of extracting anatomies of bumblebees. We believe that our work in this
chapter has broader impact in public health, agriculture, taxonomy education, and newer
incentives to engage citizens in global-scale participatory sensing missions.
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Chapter 6: A Feasibility Study of Anatomy Based Mosquito Classification

In this chapter, we conducted a feasibility study to mosquito genus types from their
smartphone images and anatomy-based deep neural network classification model. Very low
intra-class variance among these mosquitoes genus and low quality images make the problem more challenging. To overcome this, we employed bilinear CNN architecture for our
neural network model that works best in this scenario. We extracted 4 anatomies (thorax,
abdomen, wings and legs) from each mosquito image as discussed in Chapter 5 and trained
an independent model for each of them for genus classification. We also ensembled these
models to compute the aggregated results. Our specific contributions are listed in the below
sections.

6.1

Generation of Image Database
In this section, we briefly describe our process to prepare the mosquito anatomy

dataset. As described in the Chapter 5, we employed Mask-RCNN based algorithm to segment anatomies from a full-body mosquito image from Chapter 4. In this work, we have included images with white background as we believe that entomologist will capture the images
on similar background. In result, we extracted 3, 064 thorax, 2, 757 abdomen, 4, 459 wing,
and 5, 533 leg anatomies from 3250 full-body mosquito images. Apart from 3250 mosquitoes,
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we have 300 separate mosquito images evenly distributed among the three genus to predict
the final class after ensembling four anatomy models. Due to occlusion, camera angle and
mosquito orientation, not each anatomy is visible in every full-body image that caused the
unequal distribution of anatomies in the dataset. These mosquitoes belong to three classes
of genera - Aedes (Ae.), Anopheles (An.) and Culex (Cu.). Within Aedes genus, it belongs
to Aedes aegypti, Aedes taeniorhynchus and Aedes inf irmatus species of mosquitoes.
Similarly for Anopheles genus, it has Anopheles crucians, Anopheles quadrimaculatus and
Anopheles stephensi, for Culex genus, it has Culex coronator, Culex − nigripalpus, and
Culex salinarius species. To make sure, anatomies images don’t get distorted, we padded
them with white background pixels to maintain the square shape as shown in Figure 6.1.
Further, we divided the anatomy dataset into three subsets - training, validation and testing
with the ratio of 70%, 20%, and 10% as respectively. The dataset distribution is presented
in Table 6.1. Figure 6.1 illustrates visual representation of each anatomy from every genera
we intend to classify in this chapter.

6.2

Our Deep Neural Network Architecture to Classify Genus
In this section, we describe the architecture of a Neural Network algorithm that clas-

sifies the anatomy images taken from smartphone into 3 genus categories - Aedes, Anopheles
and Culex. We trained 4 different neural network algorithms, one for each anatomy to predict the genus category. Since each network is based on the similar architecture, to reduce
the redundancy, we only explain our algorithm trained on the thorax image.
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a). Ae. thorax

b). Ae. Abdomen

c). Ae. W ing

d). Ae. Leg

e). An. T horax

f). An. Abdomen

g). An. W ing

h). An. Leg

i). Cu. T horax

j). Cu. Abdomen

k). Cu. W ing

l). Cu. Leg

Figure 6.1: One Representative Sample of Each Anatomy for Three Genera. This Figure Is
Best Viewed in Color.

6.2.1 Architecture Rationale and Transfer Learning
The problem of classifying anatomies from smartphone images is complex and challenging. Some of major challenges include poor image quality and very subtle intra-class
variance. The differences in anatomy across different classes of genus are so subtle that they
can be missed by many factors like anatomy orientation in the image, background noise,
blurriness and lightening condition. For instance, while both Aedes and Anopheles genus
have dark wings, Anopheles has additional tiny dark spots on their wings. Similarly Aedes
has black and white pattern on abdomen whereas Anopheles has only black abdomen. To
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Table 6.1: Relevant Details on Our Dataset of Mosquito Species [1]
Genus

981

875

1173

1607

Number
of Image
Samples
1000

Anopheles 1186

1042

2160

2690

1250

840

1095

1468

1000

Aedes

Culex

Thorax Abdomen Wing

897

Leg

Diseases
Spread

Geographical
Location

Chikungunya, Africa, Asia,
Dengue,
North
Eastern
America,
Equine EnSouth
cephalitis,
America
West Nile,
Yellow
Fever, Zika
Malaria
Africa, Asia,
North
America,
South
America
Eastern
Africa,
Equine EnNorth
cephalitis,
America,
St. Louis
South
EncephaliAmerica
tis, West
Nile

overcome these challenges, we designed our neural network architecture based on the bilinear convolutional neural network (B-CNN) [61]. B-CNN architecture suits perfectly to our
problem considering it tries to learn the subtle differences between similar looking classes.
In this architecture (shown in Figure 6.2), we require two convolutional neural networks (CNN) NA and NB to extract two feature maps from the convolutional layer, one from
each network. NA and NB can be the same or different network but their feature maps should
be distinct. For example, if both are the same network then feature maps will be extracted
from different convolutional layers to make them distinct. Mainly, this architecture consists
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of six elements β = (NA , NB , fA , fB , P, C). fA and fB are the feature maps obtained from
the convolution layer of NA and NB , P is the pooling function and C is the classification
function. In our problem, both fA and fB consists of M number of filters. Each filter learns
a specific feature at each layer. In B-CNN architecture, we calculate the outer product of
feature maps fA and fB at each location of the image, I . The outer product of fA and fB
at a location l is computed as (fA (l, I)T fB (l, I)). The outer product combines both CNN
feature maps at each location and results in pairwise feature interactions in a translation
invariant manner. These pairwise feature interactions capture the subtle and minute details
of the class. For e.g. Anopheles genus has black wings with dark spots, so feature map from
NA might capture the black color independently while another feature map at the same
location from NB might capture the dark spots. Using these feature maps independently
might not differentiate between the wings of Anopheles and Aedes genus, as color of both
of their wings is dark. As a result of outer product of both feature maps, it will produce one
integrated feature map containing information from both of them. Resultant feature map
can comprehend that Anopheles wing has black color with dark spots. This will improve the
accuracy and the confidence of the model. Pooling function P performs the summation on
the outer product of all the generated matrices to transform them into a single matrix and
then further reshape it to 1D vector to feed as an input to the fully connected layer, used for
classification function C. In this work, both NA and NB are the same CNN networks based
on the ResNet50 [54] architecture. It was trained on ImageNet [57] dataset to use a pretrained model. ImageNet dataset consists of more than 14 million images distributed across
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Figure 6.2: Bilinear CNN Architecture

1000 classes. To make fA and fB learn different features, we extracted them from different
CNN layers of ResNet50 architecture, for e.g. one layer is res3c_branch2a (62th layer) as fA
and another is res3d_branch2b (75th layer)) as fB at each location of an Image. ResNet50
is a deep convolutional network with residual connections between sequential layers. The
residual connection in this architecture helps in preventing gradient vanishing problem.
Using same architecture for both NA and NB helps in reducing the memory overhead
could have caused by having two different networks.

6.2.2 Optimization of Hyperparameters
Now that the rationale of our neural net architecture for anatomy classification is
clarified, there are several key parameters in the architecture (called as hyperparameters)
that we need to optimize. We elucidate these below, following which the final architecture
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for genus identification based on thorax images will be presented. Also note that since the
four problems of interest to this chapter (thorax, abdomen, wings and legs) all relate to
classifying anatomies, the choice of hyperparameters are not going to be too different for
each problem. Also, as it is standard practice in designing deep neural net architectures, the
choice of hyperparameters are finalized through repeated training and validation on the data
set. We do not present all details of all hyperparameters that we attempted during training
in this chapter, but only discuss critical hyperparameters that together gave us the highest
accuracies and contextual correctness during training and validation on our dataset.
a). Image Resizing: Since for our problem, we collected data from multiple smartphones, we had anatomies of different resolutions. To bring uniformity and reduce the image
size (for faster training without loss of quality), we resized each input image to 200 × 200
pixels irrespective of their original size. Finally, we normalized the RGB value of each pixel
of the image by dividing it by 255 before training.
b). Dealing with imbalanced class: Since our anatomy dataset is imbalanced, the
model will develop a bias towards the majority class. To overcome this, we have used the
cost-sensitive learning method that assigns higher weight to minority classes based on their
sample counts. Weights are determined by Algorithm 6.1. The class weights of each class
for each anatomy are shown in Table 6.2. Algorithm will impose a high cost penalty in case
of minority class misclassification.
c). Optimizer: An optimizer is an algorithm which helps converge an architecture
during training from an initial state to the optimized one where the loss is minimum. In
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Algorithm 6.1 Calculating Class Weights
Result: cw[]: class weights array
1: Initialize i = total number of class;
2: maxCount ← max(N umber of samples in training seti );
3: for x ∈ i do
4:
cw[x] = maxCount/N umber of samples in training setx ;
Table 6.2: Class Weight Details
Anatomy

Aedes

Anopheles

Culex

Thorax
Abdomen
Wing
Leg

1.221
1.189
1.831
1.565

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.341
1.246
2.014
1.711

this study, we have employed Stochastic Gradient Descent(SGD). This optimizer helps in
fast convergence.
d). Loss Function: We employed the categorical cross entropy loss function in this
chapter. This function minimizes the divergence of predicted and actual probability function
without biasing towards any particular class.
e). Learning Rate: In this work, we have utilized Reduce Learning Rate On Plateau
[62] technique. This technique reduces the learning rate by a factor of 0.5 when there is no
improvement seen on validation loss for 5 epochs. Initial learning rate was set to be 1e − 6.
This technique is simple and effective for our problem in this chapter.
f). Architecture Fine-tuning and Compensating for Overfitting for Genus classification: Having discussed choices for key hyperparameters in our architecture, we now present
how our architecture is trained and fine-tuned for genus classification. Many steps are
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involved here including decision on which layer to start from the ResNet50, how to add
remaining layers for our specific genus classification problem, how to assign weights to them,
how to avoid overfitting problems, and finally, when to stop the training. Usually, a CNN
architecture consists of several convolutional layers. Each of these layers learns different
features from input image in training. While initial layers learn low-level features like edges
or curves, final few layers learn high-level features like patterns in wings or legs. Therefore,
while exporting a pre-trained model for transfer learning, it is important to select right layer
to extract the feature. For this work, we initially started at layer 20 in the ResNet50 architecture. Starting from layers too early will lead to poor learning, and starting from layers
too deep will likely lead to over-fitting and also induce computational overhead. To start
the training, we frozen the weights of ResNet50 layers and initialized the untrained fullyconnected layers using Glorot uniform initialization technique [42]. We trained this model
for first 100 epochs with a large learning (0.001). This is because the large gradient updates
triggered by the untrained weights of fully-connected layers would wreck the learned weights
in the ResNet50 layers. After 100 epochs, we unfroze the ResNet50 layers and trained the
complete model for another 200 epochs with small learning rate (1e − 6). Note that during training (and as is common in complex classification problems), we identified that our
model suffered from overfitting problems, which we compensate by infusing a combination of
different regularization techniques between layers, namely dropout, and early stopping. We
use early stopping technique to stop the training if the validation accuracy is not improved
with a minimum delta of 0.0009 for 30 consecutive epochs. [43], [44], [63].
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g). The Finalized Architecture for Genus Classification based on 4 Anatomies: Table
6.3 illustrates the key parameters of the finalized architecture for all the 3 models based on
thorax, abdomen and wing anatomy. The architecture of leg anatomy based model is slightly
different which is shown in Table 6.4. The term res3d_branch2b denotes the 75th layer of
the ResNet50 architecture, upto which was utilized for NA and res3c_branch2a (62th layer
of the ResNet50 utilized for NB . The remaining layers (elaborated upon below) are added
after that as specified in Table 6.3. The entries in the fields “Size In" and “Size Out" in the
table refer to the dimensions of the input and output matrices of the corresponding layer.
Next, we calculated the outer product of the last convolutional layer from NA and NB . Then,
we flattened the final product to reshape it to one dimensional matrix. Further, we stacked
four fully-connected layers to the architecture and performed softmax operation to calculate
the output probabilities for final genus classification into 3 categories.
Table 6.3: Thorax Architecture
Layer
res3d_branch2b
(Layer 75 in
ResNet50)
res3c_branch2a
(Layer 62 in
ResNet50)
Outer_P roduct and
Flattening
dense_1
dense_2
dense_3
dense_4
dense_5
dense_6
sof tmax

Size In
(N one, 25, 25, 128)

Size Out
(N one, 25, 25, 128)

(N one, 25, 25, 512)

(N one, 25, 25, 128)

res3d_branch2b and
res3c_branch2a
(1, 16384)
512
256
128
64
128
64

(1, 16384)
512
256
128
64
3
64
3
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Table 6.4: Leg Architecture
Layer
res3d_branch2b
(Layer 75 in
ResNet50)
res3a_branch2a
(Layer 40 in
ResNet50)
Outer_P roduct and
Flattening
dense_1
dense_2
dense_3
dense_4
sof tmax
6.3

Size In
(N one, 25, 25, 128)

Size Out
(N one, 25, 25, 128)

(N one, 50, 50, 256)

(N one, 25, 25, 128)

res3d_branch2b and
res3a_branch2a
(1, 16384)
512
256
128
64

(1, 16384)
512
256
128
64
3

Evaluation of Our Models
We now evaluate our trained neural network models for genus classification based

on anatomies from smartphone images using three evaluation strategies. First, we visualize
the feature map obtained from last convolution layer. This visualization will help us to
understand the kind of features, models are learning. Second, we derived the ROC plot [64]
and confusion matrix (CM) to interpret each model’s performance independently. Third and
finally, we employed the soft-voting [65] technique to merge the outputs from every anatomy
model to make an aggregated decision on genus classification from a full mosquito image.

6.3.1 Visualization of Feature Maps
Our first evaluation approach is to determine whether or not our trained models are
actually able to focus in on the pixels corresponding to anatomical components within the
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anatomy image to classify, while simultaneously being able to exclude the background pixels.
To do so, once an input anatomy image is classified using Softmax layer, we traverse back
in the model to identify the feature map for that particular image (at the conclusion of the
last convolutional layer), and the weights corresponding to the class (i.e., the type of genus)
that the image was identified with. Here, we denote the feature map for an image at Kernel
k in the last convolutional layer as fk (i, j), and the weight of each kernel for class c as wkc ,
then, we compute the expression,

Mc (i, j) =

X

wkc fk (i, j),

(6.1)

k

for each spatial location (i, j) in the convoluted image. Mc (i, j) computes the importance
of each feature map in the convoluted image while classification. Subsequently, the value
of Mc (i, j) is projected back onto the corresponding pixels in the original image to create
a heatmap. The higher the value of Mc (i, j), the warmer the color of those corresponding
pixels. These are the pixels within the image that were used mainly to make the classification.
If most of the higher intensities pixels belong to the critical anatomical components of the
mosquito image, then we can trust our model that it has been trained well.
Discussions on the Results: In Figure 6.3, we specifically highlight one representative
heat map image for each anatomy within all 3 genus categories. We see from Figure 6.3,
that irrespective of the background, camera or image quality, the pixels with the highest
intensities are concentrated in anatomical component of the image.
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a). Ae. thorax

b). Ae. Abdomen

c). Ae. W ing

d). Ae. Leg

e). An. T horax

f). An. Abdomen

g). An. W ing

h). An. Leg

i). Cu. T horax

j). Cu. Abdomen

k). Cu. W ing

l). Cu. Leg

Figure 6.3: Class Activation Map. One Representative Image Sample With Visualization
of Last Layer Convolution Feature Map in Our Dataset for Each Genus Classified, across
Multiple Backgrounds and Phones. This Figure Is Best Viewed in Color.

6.3.2 Results on Classification Accuracies
We now present our results on accuracy of classification for each anatomy model
independently. To recall, we have image dataset of 3, 064 thorax, 2, 757 abdomen, 4, 459
wing, and 5, 533 legs from 3250 mosquito images each belonging to the three genera - Aedes,
Anopheles and Culex. Subsequently, 20% and 10% of these images were separated out for
validation and testing respectively .
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a). T horax − Conf usion M atrix

b). T horax − ROC

c). Abdomen − Conf usion M atrix

d). Abdomen − ROC

e). W ing − Conf usion M atrix

f). W ing − ROC

Figure 6.4: CM and ROC Curve of Thorax, Abdomen and Wing Anatomies Models. This
Figure Is Best Viewed in Color.
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a). Leg − Conf usion M atrix

b). Leg − ROC

Figure 6.5: CM and ROC Curve for Leg Anatomy Model. This Figure Is Best Viewed in
Color.

6.3.3 Aggregated Results of Four Anatomy Based Models
Validation Accuracy and Testing Accuracy: Table 6.5 summarizes the results for each
of the four anatomy based models trained to predict the genus category of a given mosquito
image. The classification accuracies presented are those wherein the validation loss did not
decrease for 30 consecutive epochs that’s when training was concluded. The classification
accuracies presented in the table show the recall (proportion of correctly identified images
within each class) value of each class. The AUC (area under the curve) value for ROC
(receiver operating characteristic) curve for thorax, abdomen, wing and leg models on testing
dataset are 0.90, 0.86, 0.82, and 0.76 respectively. The AUC value is equal to the probability
that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen
negative one (assuming ’positive’ ranks higher than ’negative’). Figure 6.4 and 6.5 shows
confusion matrix and ROC curve of testing set for each anatomy model.
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Table 6.5: Validation and Testing Set Accuracy
Anatomy
Thorax
Abdomen
Wing
Leg

Validation
Set (%)
88.41
81.05
78.18
70.61

Testing Set
(%)
87.33
81
75.80
68.02

In this section, we present the aggregated genus classification results from anatomy
based models by combining their outputs. In order to do that, we randomly selected 300
mosquito images evenly distributed among the three genus from the test dataset. Next,
we aim to compute the probability of each anatomy image belonging to a particular genus
Aedes, Anopheles and Culex using respective anatomy model. Once, the independent genus
probability is collected from each anatomy model, a soft-voting [66] technique was ensued to
make the final classification decision. In soft-voting technique, the probability of each genus
class obtained from each anatomy model is aggregated and, whichever class gets the highest
probability gets selected as the final genus class. This method achieved 91% accuracy on 300
mosquito specimens selected from the test dataset. Figure 6.6 shows the confusion matrix
and ROC curve of testing set for each anatomy model. The AUC value is 0.93.
Discussions on Results: While compiling our results, we made few interesting observations. First, the accuracy computed on training, validation and testing images from all
the 4 models are similar as shown in Table 6.5. It demonstrates that the our models are
robust and neither overfitted nor underfitted. Second, we leveraged cost sensitive learning
to reduce the biasness from the data helped us to secure higher AUC value from the ROC
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a). Ensembled model genus prediction− b). Ensembled model genus prediction−
Conf usion M atrix
ROC
Figure 6.6: CM and ROC Curve after Combining 4 Anatomies Model. This Figure Is Best
Viewed in Color.

curve shown in Fig. 6.5 and 6.6. Confusion matrix of all anatomies model have better accuracy for Anopheles genus. It is generally true that even for experts, visually recognizing
Anopheles is easy because of its black thorax, abdomen and wings with distinct dark spots.
Aedes generally confuses with Anopheles due to their dark colors. Similarly, Aedes confuses
with Culex because Aedes inf irmatus species looks similar to Culex genus. Third, the
ensemble model has outperformed each of independent anatomy model as well as previous
model discussed in Chapter 4.

6.4

Conclusions
In this chapter, we have designed, trained and evaluated an anatomy-based deep

neural network models to classify the mosquito genus based on their anatomies (anatomy
extraction discussed in Chapter 5). Our neural network models are inspired from Bilinear
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CNN architecture that helped to overcome low intra-class variance problem. Additionally,
anatomy segmentation made our models robust against diverse background and, poor image
quality. The performance of our model on genus identification based on individual anatomy
and then ensemble results to predict the final genus has outperformed the previous models
trained on full-body mosquito image (Chapter 4).
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Chapter 7: Public Health Impact

Our proposed system has significant impact in multiple disciplines of public and
smart health. First off, during peak seasons in tropical climates (when it rains), hundreds
of thousands of mosquitoes can breed, and these include vectors for deadly diseases, along
with relatively harmless ones. As such, during disease outbreaks, identification of the type of
mosquitoes present in an area of interest and their abundance become vital for public health.
Our system can help in such cases, wherein, anyone, even a non-expert, can simply take a
picture of the mosquito specimen to perform classification, and results are automatically
uploaded to the cloud. With a system like ours, the current trend of manual classification
can be replaced with more automated methods, and skill of experts in mosquito control can
be used elsewhere. Our system can work in low-income countries as well with minimal cost.
Secondly, common citizens can also participate in this effort. With their smartphones,
they could also capture and share images of mosquitoes that they encounter (not un-common
where they are endemic). Ultimately, this precise mosquito data could be harnessed to
generate real-time distribution maps, as well as habitat maps to model the suitable ecological
niches and potential future spread of these disease vectors [67, 68, 69, 70].
At the outset, Table 7.1 presents details on morphological markers[71, 72, 73, 74,
75] that taxonomists use to identify mosquitoes used in our study [76]. With this table
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as a reference, we now present important discussions on the significance of public health
contributions in this chapter.
a). Faster classification of trapped mosquitoes: Across the world, where mosquitoborne diseases are problematic, it is standard practice to lay traps, and then come next day
to pick up specimens, freeze them and bring them to a facility, where expert taxonomists
identify each specimen one-by-one under a microscope to classify the genus and species.
This process takes hours each day, and is cognitively demanding. During rainy seasons and
outbreaks, hundreds of mosquitoes get trapped, and it may take an entire day to process a
batch from one trap alone. Also, accurate visual classification by humans requires complex
expertise that takes many years to develop, and as such the average age of taxonomists
that do this job is about 65 years in Florida and Southern India, where we have partners.
Naturally, with these advance ages, the stress levels only increase. With a system like ours
in place, it is much easier now for a mobile camera to hover over trapped mosquitoes, click a
picture or two, upload images to a cloud where our AI techniques in this dissertation extract
anatomies out in real-time, and feed this information to a dashboard. The taxonomist can
now simple look at digital images of anatomies, classify the specimen (that also automatic
records vector densities), and push a button to let the camera move and take picture of the
next mosquito and the process repeats. Ten taxonomists that saw our results were convinced
that the images we extracted possess rich morphological markers enough for classification.
With our techniques in this dissertation, the need to peer through a microscope, look at each
anatomical component of every mosquito visually, and manually log vector densities will be
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Table 7.1: Anatomical Components and Markers Aiding Mosquito Classification
Species
Ae. aegypti

Abdomen
dark with
narrow white
basal bands

Wing
dark

Leg
dark with
white basal
bands

dark

dark

dark

An.s crucians

dark with
patches of
white scales
gray-black

dark with
basal
triangular
patches of
white scales
dark with
white basal
bands
dark

dark with
white basal
bands
dark with pale
’knee’ spots

An. quadrimaculatus

gray-black

dark

An. stephensi

broad bands of
white scales

Cu. coronator

dark with
white scales on
the apical and
third segments

Cu. nigripalpus

brown copper
color; white
scales
copper;
sometimes
distinctly red;
patches of
white scales

Ae. inf irmatus

Ae. taeniorhynchus

Cu. salinarius

Thorax
dark with
white
lyre-shaped
pattern and
patches of
white scales
brown with
patches of
white scales

sterna
without dark
triangles;
mostly pale
scaled
dark with
lateral white
patches
dark with
golden basal
bands; golden
color on
seventh
segment

light and dark
scales; dark
costa; white
wing tip; 3
dark spots on
sixth vein
light and dark
scales; 4
distinct spots
four dark
spots on costa
extending to
first vein

dark with pale
’knee’ spots
speckling;
narrow white
band on fifth
tarsomere
distinct basal
and apical
bands on hind
tarsomeres

dark

dark

dark

dark
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avoided, as will the cognitive burden on senior citizens. These benefits also directly apply
towards classification of other tiny arthropods with appropriate generation of digital images.
b). AI and Cloud Support Education for Training Next-gen Taxonomists: The process
of training taxonomists today across the world consists of very few training institutes, which
store a few frozen samples of local and non-local mosquitoes. These mosquitoes are used
to train next generation taxonomists, or anyone else interested to learn about mosquito
classification (e.g., high-school students, college interns, hobbyists, citizen-scientists, and
sometimes soldiers that are soon to be deployed overseas). As one can imagine, this process
is severely constraining. First off, space for trainees is high premium and naturally expensive
to enroll. Institutes have to pay for storage, and the need to keep samples frozen. These
costs are non-trivial, especially in developing/ under-developed countries. Furthermore,
extensive care is needed during handling of these frozen mosquitoes to ensue body parts
done “fall-off", and if they do fall-off, the specimens need to be re-trapped and frozen [77].
Lastly, there is no scope for instructors to engage trainees between sessions, once they leave
the institute, since the mosquitoes cannot be “taken-home". These are all real practical
challenges today, and part of the reason that taxonomists we spoke to were concerned about
the future of this field. Needless to say, our work in this dissertation has the potential to
fundamentally disrupt mosquito training programs. Obvious benefits are novel cloud-based
training programs using digital images, keeping trainees engaged in homes, significantly
reducing storage and refrigeration costs for institutes, engage many more trainees across
counties, states, and even countries than what is possible now. On a related note, techniques
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like ours can also be used to incentivize young children get excited about mosquitoes since,
apps can be designed to teach kids about mosquito anatomies using real-images they may
themselves capture in the world. On a related note, we are working towards this mission
in Florida, where mosquito education is mandated is mandated by the state for middle
schoolers. Another demographic that we could excite are citizen-scientists, because they can
now get contextual feedback in real-time should they take pictures of mosquitoes in nature
and upload them. Furthermore, should nations across the world engage in imaging, anatomy
extraction and data-sharing, newer discoveries in unprecedented scales will ensue in studies
related to mosquito evolution and adaptions across continents, climates and competitions..
c). Digital Preservation of Insect Anatomies under Extinction Threats: Recently,
there are concerning reports from various media sources that insects are disappearing at
rapid rates. While it is absolutely vital that most preference be given to save insects from
extinction, we believe that digital preservation of their morphologies is also an important
component to educate future citizens, should these insects become extinct after all. Doing
so will be important for future scientists across many disciplines, including paleontology,
ecology, entomology, taxonomy and more, which our work in this dissertation enables.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions

In this dissertation, we aim to automate the classification process of the genus and
species of mosquitoes from smartphone images. In our preliminary work, we generated 303
images across 9 species. Further we integrate image processing, feature selection, unsupervised clustering, and an SVM based machine learning algorithm for classification. In this
approach, we achieved overall accuracy of our system for all nine species is 77.5%.
After achieving encouraging results, Between Fall 2018 and Spring 2019, we visited
the Hillsborough County mosquito control board in Florida to lay mosquito traps, collect
specimens the next day, and bring them back to the lab for identification. After identification
by experts, specimens (approx 300 in numbers) were given to our team. These specimens
were evenly distributed among nine species (three species each across three genera). Among
these, our dataset includes Aedes aegypti and Anopheles stephensi, which are critical vectors
for many diseases such as dengue and malaria, respectively. Then we employed deep learning
framework for classification, which is a hybrid of Inception Net and ResNet architectures, and
leverages the principle of Transfer Learning. Using this framework, three distinct learning
models were developed - a) to identify genus alone; b) to identify species based on genus; and
c) to identify species directly. Performance evaluations results demonstrate high practical
value for our models, with accuracies of around 85% in identification.
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Next, to improve the classification accuracy further, potential avenue of our exploration is ‘anatomy-aware’ deep learning. Here, instead of attempting to classify a mosquito
image in its entirety, we are investigating techniques to extract the most critical anatomical
components of the mosquito - thorax, wings, abdomen and legs, and then use each component independently to make a classification. To achieve this, we design a Deep Neural
Network Framework to extract anatomical components - thorax, wings, abdomen and legs
from mosquito images. Our technique is based on the notion of Mask R-CNN, wherein we
learn feature maps from images, emplace anchor boxes around foreground components, and
then mask and classify pixels corresponding to the anatomical components within anchors.
Our results are very favorable, when interpreted in the context of being able to glean descriptive morphological markers for classifying mosquitoes. At the end, we design a deep
neural network architectures to classify the genus using the anatomies extracted leveraging
the notion of Mask R-CNN. Our architectural framework employs the Bilinear CNN architecture with principle of Transfer Learning of ResNet50. In this work, we have shown that
the performance on detecting the genus of mosquito image using extracted anatomy and then
consolidating the prediction of all anatomies to predict the final genus has outperformed the
model trained on full mosquito image.
Currently, we are engaging in numerous global partnerships in South America, Africa,
United States, India, and also with The GLOBE Mosquito Habitat Mapper and iNaturalist
projects to maximize the impact of our work from multiple public health/ citizen science
perspectives. We are particularly focusing on piloting our system in low income countries
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where taxonomic expertise is much harder to find. Our technique proposed in this dissertation, can not only help classify mosquito vectors automatically, but also enable efficient
and digitally assisted training and data-sharing efforts to enhance operational efficiency of
mosquito surveillance in such countries.
However, we agree that our system does have limitations. First off, our current dataset
is limited to only nine species, spread across three genera. Even in this dataset, our accuracies
are far from being perfect to the point where citizens can immediately start using our current
system. We are currently working to pilot our data collection platform on a larger scale.
For this, we will be developing iOS and Android mobile applications (both will be available
through app stores) using open-source cross-platform app development framework, React
Native to interface the deep learning model. The application lets public health experts/
citizens upload an image of a mosquito and classify it in terms of the genus and species.
Additionally, user can get the anatomical components extracted for each of the predicted
mosquito. For scalability, the model will be deployed to a powerful Google Cloud VM. We
are soliciting the assistance and partnership of multiple mosquito control districts in Florida
and beyond to aid us in this effort (including experts with The GLOBE Mosquito Project).
Future works will include collecting more images across species and anatomy based species
classification.
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